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Polling booths ready
for Tuesday's voters
By AMY WILSON
Staff
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GRADUATION EXCITEMENT: Carrie Duffer pins the graduation cap on her sister Christy before
Friday's graduation ceremonies a: Eastwood Christian Academy. In addition to Duffer, those who graduated were: Greg Dowdy, James William Elkins II, Ed Morgan, Bryan Steward and Jason Wilson.

Writer

On the eve of the primary eke lion, employees in the Calloway
County Clerk's office are preparing themselves for a busy day as
residents head to the polls.
Meanwhile, County Clerk Ray
Courscy said he hopes to break a
few records in getting the votes
tabulated Tuesday evening.
"Our precinct workers will
begin setting up the machines at
5:30 a.m and voting will open at
6 a.m.," Coursey said. "They will
close at 6 p.m."
Calloway's 26 precincts are
spread across the county, ranging
from Murray Middle School to
the Dexter Community Center
Anyone with any questions about
where to vote should contact the
clerk's office at 753-3921.
CoursCy is anifcipating good
weatker and hopefully no
complications.

." 1 he idea of
having an election
every other ye.tr
was to cut down on
the amount spent.
but that doesn't
help when you
have an election
plus a - runoff."
Ray Coursey
(County Clerk)
We haven'
t had illy pnitil,
in the past," Coursev :aid
It
there ever has been a pr.phIcii .ii
has been easily reversed becau,,•
of someone hating a wrong hut
ton or something
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Flooding persists
in parts of state
By The Associated Press
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FLASH FIRE: An instructor at Murray State University's Occupational Safety and Health
Training Center surprises st Aar ss
as part of training for a simulated hazardous waste spill.
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More voters eligible: Will any of them vote?
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
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Final plans made for federal building
By PAUL WEARY
Assockated Poses Waiter
OKLAHOMA CITY (API —
Thousands of people took one
last look at the bomb-shattered
federal building as final plans
were made to implode the shaky
"We just wanted to see it before the demolition. Its so much
worse than it shows on 'TV," said
Tana Mashaney, who traveled 60
miles with her husband and two
sons. Her 11 -year-old son.
Jared. slipped through the
crowd to get a better angle for
his snapshots
Controlled Demolition' Inc.
began loading explosives into
the building Sunday for Tuesday

morning's planned implosion
after lawyers for bombing suspect Timothy McVeigh gave the
OK. said Jim Santoro. the company's project manager.
Demolition crews plan to use
less than 100 pounds of strategically placed dynamite to implode the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building. The nine-story
structure should come down in
eight seconds.
The bodies of two of the 167
people killed by the explosion
remain buried in the wreckage.
Search crews sifted through the
rubble for survivors and bodies
for two weeks after the April 19
bombing. until the structure be-

came so weak it jeopardized the
workers' safety.
McVeigh's lawyers. joined by
an explosives expert and a
camera crew, toured parts of the
building Saturday. Authorities
already had removed much of
the evidence, said Stephen
Jones. McVeigh's lead attorney.
McVeigh and Terry Nichols
have been charged with the
bombing under a federal antiterrorism statute. If convicted.
they could face the death
penalty. Both men are being
held at a federal prison in El
Reno pending grand jury indictments.
Community leaders oppose

putting up a new federal building at the site, but support
erecting a memorial to the
bombing victims. The General
Services Administration has
said it will abide by the community's wishes, but no final plans
have been made.
In other developments:
*Newsweek reported that the
FBI expected to arrest "a group
of major players" in the bombing within the next several
weeks. The magazine's May 29
issue, out today. quotes an
unidentified source close to the
case as saying. "This thing involves husbands and wives as
well as children as young as 12."
FBI agents already have ques-

tioned Nichols' 12-year old son.
Josh.
•Jones. who has been considering asking for a change of
venue for a trial. told Southfield.
Mich.. television station WXYZ
on Saturday that "the northern
woods of Michigan" topped a list
of several locations. Other possibilities include Puerto Rif()
and the Virgin Islands. the report said.
"Any place that is far away
and remote from the saturation
of television coverage." Jones
said.
*Nichols brother. James. was
due in federal court in Detroit
today for a hearing on whether
he should be released after more

than a month in custody. tie was
arrested April 21 when federa!
agents raided his Decker. Mich..
farm in connection with the
Oklahoma City bombing investigation.
He is accused of making and
detonating explosives on his
farm, but is not charged in the
Oklahoma case.
•A group of prominent figure
skaters donated $125.000 to
help build a day-care center to
replace the one destroyed by the
blast. The group included Nancy
Kerrigan. Brian Boitano. Oksana Baiul. Victor Petrenko and
Elvis Stojko.

II Voters...

•Polling...
out. However, he said there is a
good chance that there will be a
runoff election in June.
"A candidate must have a
majority of at least 40 percent of
the vote or there has to be a
runoff election," Coursey said. "I
think we can expect to have a
runoff in the gubernatorial race."
Having a runoff election means
an additional cost to the county.
"It costs the county the same
amount to have the ballots printed with all the names as it does
the top two for the runoff,"
Coursey said. "That means this
election will cost us double. The

FROM PAGE 1
one people have come in and voted on the machine in the office."
Coursey said that voting will
continue throughout Monday for
those who will be out of town on
Tuesday or who are unable to
make it to the polls.
"If anyone has a medical
emergency, he should contact the
clerk's office and we will see if
we can work something out so he
can vote," Coursey said.
Because the election has no
local candidates, Coursey said he
is anticipating a low voter turn-

idea of having an election every
other year was to cut down on the
amount spent, but that doesn't
help when you have an election
plus a runoff."
According to County Treasurer
Sue Outland, the county spent
$20,431 for the November election. The state reimbursed the
county $6,630, or $255 per
precinct.
Coursey said the new motor/
voter registration law has had an
impact on this election.
"I haven't seen any drastic
changes," he said. "However, the
new law has increased the number of people who have
registered."
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slating, the lieutenant governor
candidates aren't spending
anything on their own.
It's not the money. says Ted
Jackson, the.rampaign manager
for Republican gubernatorial
candidate Larry Forgy.
In what might be construed as
a mildly self-serving observation, Jackson maintains that
everyone from the Democratic
gubernatorial candidates to ordinary voters have all but ceded
this election to For' and are
merely playing out the string.
"I think the question is why
aren't people interested in elections, period." said Paul Blanchard, a political science professor at Eastern Kentucky
University.

Brereton Jones' 37.5 against
two others?
Are those numbers any less of
a mandate froth a party — this is
a primary after all — than Larry
Hopkins' 50.6 percent to 49.4 for
Larry For*. in the 1991 Republican primary?

Into this mix came the 1992
General Assembly, which decided that one primary election
wasn't enough and that a second would be better. Thus, the
prospect of a runoff returns to
. The reason for :the record
Kentucky for the first time since
number of eligible voters this
1935 if no one in a primary gets
year cannot realistically be atvote.
the
of
percent
at least 40
to greater public intertributed
The runoff was added largely
est. It is due primarily to the
feared
legislators
many
because
federal motor voter law that lets
that their archenemy Wallace
people register when they
another
make
would
Wilkinson
transact
ordinary business with
they
ran for' governor and
the government like renewing a
wanted to make it as difficult as
driver license.
possible.
Grady Stumbo. the former
chairman of the Kentucky
Democratic Party. ascribes a
more benevolent motivation for
the creation of the primary
runoff. Stumbo said it was a
case of Democrats Irving to
clean up the system. along with
public financing, and ensure it
more accurately reflected the
will of the voters.
But that begs the question
about elections since 1983. Did
voters not really want Martha
-Layne Collins. who won the
Democratic primary with 34
Demerit quer vssentially two no

About -64.000 new voters have
this year as
registered
Democrats or Republicans, and
it can- be extrapolated that
about 40.000. are true "motor
voters." who signed - up while
doing something else.
Someone who makes an effort
to register could be assumed to
have an interest. Assuming
those motor voters- even know
they are now registered, what
stake do they have in voting?
(Mark R. Chellgren is the
Frankkirt correspondent for The
Associated Press.)
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didates on everything imaginable — lapel pins, flying tours,
mass mailings, you name it —
the total expenditure for this
May will likely top out at about
$6.5 million for all the gubernatorial slates.
And while there are some
substantial sums being spent
by candidates lower on the card
— notably John Kennedy
Hamilton for treasurer — there
are differences there too.
For example. Paul Patton
spent more than $1 million four
years ago to be elected lieutenant governor. This year, with

ponents? What about Wallace
Wilkinson's 34.9 percent in 1987
against four opponents?

Shell
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At the high water mark in
1983. 782.314 people cast ballots in the primary. 42.5 percent
of the total. Turnout fell to 39.2
percent in 1987 and to 35.9 percent in 1991.
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test experienced a large decline
in the measure of basic skills.
Bloom Elementary School
was the most improved primary
school in the district as measured by the KERA test.
But its basic skill reading
scores, when converted to. a
number that compares results
from children of different ages,
fell from 64 to 49. That is not
particularly low, given that 50 is
average.
But a drop of even 3 points is
considered
generally
"educationally significant" for a
school, said Ben Hicks. senior

evaluation consultant tor the
company that produces the
Comprehensive Test of Bask.
Skills. When grading an entire
district, a change of 3 or 4 points
can be considered significant.
he said.
counselor at
Susan I
Bloom Elementary. said no one
at her school was surprised by
the decline. She said she
thought the test was giVVIl (00
early in the year for stich voting
children, who she said were
overwhelmed by it.
"It was very discouraging to
the students." she said. "We did
have tears."
In I 990 the General Assembly

enacted the massive education
reform law, which was grounded
on a system of testing and accountability that was quite difkrent from what was traditionally used in Kentucky.
Before reform. schools were
required to give the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills. Each
year. those results were pub-

at Calhoun. where flood stage is
23 feet. and will crest near 29.5
feet Thursdavjnorning. Calla
han said.

The Licking River. meanwhile.
continued to fall Sunday. but
flooding persisted at Blue Lick
Springs. - where the river was at
26 tent --- 4 beet above flood
stage. Callahan said. The river
should drop below the 22-foot
flood stage today, he said.
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'"That resulted in ... most of
Kentucky having inflated test
scores." he said.

•Flooding...
FROM PAGE 1
24.5 feet Tuesday morning in the
Butler County town, he said.
Flood stage is 17 feet.
Jerry Cannon. a Butler
County sheriffs dispatcher. said
several roads were--closed but
only one home had been evacuated — in We Aberdeen area,
"But there are a few pretty
close to danger now." he said.
The river had risen to 27.9 feet

The swollen Ohio River will
cause widespread flooding (il
bottomland and could inundate
nearby homes itnd roads. he
said. The river was expected to
crest at Louisville bv this
morning and at Paducah on
Wednesday n,'min 1.!

All other points on the upper
and middle Licking River were
below flood stage, he said.
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ARM
Unwanted guests part
of gardening woes

State leads in no-till method
Kentucky leads the nation in the
percentage of farm land cultivated
using the no-till method, a technique that significantly reduces erosion into streams and rivers.
"Some 44 percent of Kentucky's
crop land was fanned using no-till
techniques in 1994," said Scott
Smith, chairman of the Agronomy
Deparunent at the University of
Kentucky College of Agriculture.
The no-till method involves
chemically killing all the weeds and
plants in the field a few weeks prior
to planting the crop. The dead
weeds and plants form a mulch that
conserves moisture for the crop and
keeps rainfall from washing away
topsoil, Smith said.
The fact that Kentucky leads the
nation in the percentage of land
farmed using no-till techniques,
Smith said,should not be a surprise.
University of Kentucky agronomists developed the technique in the
1950s and continued to refine it
throughout the 1960s and 1970s.
"Agronomists and farmers in
other states had condycted a few
trials with no-tillage beTiare Shirley
Phillips, retired Extension agronomist, and the late Harry Young,
an innovative Kentucky farmer became interested in the technique,"
Smith said.
Phillips and Young were among
the very first to demonstrate that the
method Would work on the farm.
Through his writing and speeches
on no-tillage, Shirley Phillips came
to be regarded as the father of notillage in many parts of the world.
From the 1960s through the
1980s,a team of research agronomists at the University of Kentucky
refined weed control,fertilizer management and other production practices related to no-tillage agriculture, he said.
"Systematic studies of soil properties under no-tillage verified that
it is a sustainable practice which
conserves soil and water," Smith
said.
In the 1990s, emerging environ-

mental concerns about the impacts
of crop production on water quality
have changed the focus of no-tillage
research, according to Smith.
"Robert Blevins, UK professor of
agronomy, currently leads a multidisciplinary team measuring the
run-off ofsediment,pesticides, bacteria and other contaminants from
no-tillage and conventional tilled
land," he said.
Bill Witt, weed scientist at the
UK Department of Agronomy, and
his colleagues arc monitoring the
fate of herbicides in no-till soils.
Recent results confirm that notillage can help protect water resources in agricultural regions from
contamination, Smith said.
"No-tillage has been enthusiastically adopted by Kentucky farmers
because our cropping systems and
muck of the land is well-suited to
this practice. Our scientists in the
College of Agriculture have provide.4 an excellent base of research
information and Extension education required for producers to be
successful with this technology,"
Smith said.

FFA AWARD WINNERS — Four Calloway County students received superior
first ratings at the regional FFA Award Day held recently at Murray State
University. Pictured With advisers Jamle Potts(far left) and Larry Gilbert (far
right) are from left: Jared Lassiter, extemporaneous public speaking; Chad
Thom, beef bowl; Troy Geurin, forage production proficiency; and Andrew
Falwell,crop impromptu and clerk-fired tobacco production. Other participating students not pictured were David Wilson, Chad Garland, Josh Adams,
Jared Lencki, Dallas Adams, Jody Kelso, Jason Shelton, Kristi Baker, Blu
Norsworthy, and Jacob Falwell. Calloway County High School was one of
eleven chapters across the Purchase region that participated In the event
sponsored by the MSU department of agriculture.
—MSU photo

Support our farmers

Azaleas need special soil
are sensitive to iron deficieneies, it
By Traci Watkins
The azalea, an acidic soil-loving, is important that soil is acidic so that
perennial shrub, is a popular orna- iron is available.
Iron deficiency symptoms in azamental for yards and businesses Trileas appear as a light yellow ing ot
West Kentucky.
Soil pH is the most important new foliage growth.
One of the soil p11 problems in
factor in maintaining healthy azathis area may he attributed to the use
leas. Azaleas prefer an acididc soil
pH range of 4.5 to 5.5. Most of hardwood bark mulches.
Soil samples taken from two
varieties of azaleas also require
well-drained soils for best growth. different sites in Murray where
The untreated soil in this region .azaleas were doing poorly indicated
typically has a pH of 5.5,and thus is. that the soil was not acidic as
expected, but instead had p11 ,values
perfect for azaleas.
because
of 7.1 at site one and 7.5 at site two.
important
Soil pH is
basic soils tend to tie up iron, Further inspection showed that
making this element unavailable to hardwood bark mulch was being
used on these azalea beds.
plants. As soil pH increases, beAs hardwood hark decomposes,
coming more basic,-iron availability
more basic and will raise
becomes
to plants decreases. Since azaleas it

the pH of undc-rlyn.,
causes an iron de
contributes to poor

- ii

unhealthy appeal
Mulches sti;:h
pine needles,or sp1].I.•ai:]!) aotdst
more suitable lor
acidity of
If soil pl I is T.
for aialea.,

•

elemental
soil to achk-...'
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I u-)to take a tolerant attitude
towards the w Mille that occasion
all forage in the garden This year.
however, I have had less-than-char
liable thoughts about a rabbit or
two. Early in the spring. rust as the
buds were opening, my ruby crocuses were mowed like a neatly
dipped lawn_ 'Those crocuses arc a
ta% orite of mine, ot L'OUrse I ani
ins tilted that sOnlc plants post a
sign visible only to annuals that
reads, "hued spc tinCti Please
damage.The vegetable garden has not
remained unscathed. Tender young
broccoli planLs have been nipped ii I
at soil level. Soltimacr lettuce made
someone's midnight snack. I found
tomato and pi.pper plants toppled-not eaten hut Just sheared off and
lett for dead Thi N kind of s andalism
makes it easy to see why Mrs.
MAireg.g put Peter Rabbit's lather
in a _pie
After view mg the wanton &strut tion, I did what I should have
d4 CC at ter the first attat k [checked
the tent e Sure enough, I found a
rabbit- sued hole in the mesh near
the scene of the crinie.Case solved-at least for the unie being.
Once an animal decides that your
yard is a ,...tte and tasty place to
hard to discourage- that animal
Iron) becoming a regular customer.
I've heard that a little blood meal
sprinkled on the ground makes the
garden unattra..-tRe to rabbits and
squirrels How ey er. I can say I've
used this iedinique, as the only
thing that it would iheomphsh in my
vard is cn,:ouraging the dogs to dig
np every plant I was trying to

Growing In
the Garden
By Cathleen Pease
protect. But if you don't have dogs,
it's worth a try.. Be careful not to get
any of the- blood meal ons the leaves
of your plants, as it can burn tender
It liage.
Fencing is also an option. The
fence needs to have small (twoincho mesh at the bottom if you

expect to keep out rabbits. MAI:
certain there's not a rabbit hole in the
area you are planning to enclose-you don't want to fence the rabbits
Of course, fencing won't keep out
climbing animals, and if you are at
your wit's end, you may has e to
resort to trapping the animal, using
hits of your garden for bait. This is
preferable to ,;itting ouLside all
night, shotgun in hand, waiting for
the critter to show up. The varmint
would probably stay home just to
spite you.
The Humane SOCiety owns /lava-

hart traps that they are willing to
li)an vou. There is often a waiting
list. so Lail them to check on the
asailahility of a trap before you go
down there to pick one up.
Take action at the first sign of
unwanted guests feasting in your
garden. Otherwise, you could Fuld
yourself raising flowers and vegetables for Peter's family instead 01your own

able pH ni
11 soil
addition id

bedding s, • I

i

drainage.
By marrit.,
looking ani

Vinyl plastic material was first commercially manufactured in 1927

Eck Rose. Governor.
can't keep."
"I don't make promises I

r it,

t of
test

MONDA'
, MAY 22 1995

-Eck Rose

High Paying Jobs. Training for our future.

I

never understood.this business of making millions of dollars worth of
promises, just to get elected. I never understood it...so I've nem done it.

I just get results.

A new vision for high paying jobs

A

iterall. promises won't improve 0111.children's education. Promises won't train
them for better jobs 01. wages either. Onlv strong leadership can do that.
Leadership that means recruiting high-paving jobs — no more of the minimum wage
jobs we've seen for Years. Leadership that fights to reform Kentuck's educatio1.
system top-to-bottom for generations to come. Leadership that means re-training
our workers toda‘ for (lie jobs of tomorrow. That's the kind of leadership.— and the kind of results — he aka\s stood for. And
whether it's standing up for farmers k- fighting the multi-million dollar tobacco ta\.
or. cutting government waste and pork barrel spending, he often stood alone...
but he always stood for Kentucky.
ti
I con..nue
Ill
to fight to imprme our educational mstem. \till I'll work
As governor, ...
overtime to increase worker ft-training and invest in 0111.state's small and medium
size businesses so Kentucky can evand its workforce. increase,its wages. and
provide more education and professional opportunities for the nem generation.

Leadership...Guaranteed
\ dadth told me a long tim eago..it's not what mu promise. that counts...it's -

M

‘‘ hat \on delnedin Eck Roe. ke slyly ni‘ whole career bringing home results
:and pram*our wa‘ of life.‘s governor. 1.11 do the same thing for,our fanith. \lid
that's not a pronlise...that's a guarantee.
Paid tor by Rose Angel 95 Victoria Buster, CPA. Treasurer, PO Box 476, Frankfort KY 40602

lote Rose/Angel
Democratic Priman
May 23
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Democractic
options carry
several risks
By JILL LAWRENCE
Associated Press Writer

•

Awkward days for NRA,AARP

WASHINGTON (AP) — Democrats are invoking everything
from the bombing in Oklahoma City to the deadly Ebola outbreak
in Zaire in futile attempts to cushion Republican budget blows.
"Gloom and doom is not the final strategy," says Rep., Bob
Wise, D-Vv'.Va. But as Republicans march determinedly toward
balancing the federal budget, it is the interim strategy. And - fl
making Democrats look like apologists for the status quo.
The official party stance right now is to let the Republicans have
,..enter sLige. highlight the hardships their budgets would impose,
champion Medicare, insist the GOP abandon its "tax cut for the
privileged," and wait for the political fallout.
Any other approach would mean entering the debate- on Republican terms -- that is, the federal budget must be balanced by 2002.
Furthermore, Democrats say they did their part by passing a 1993
deficit-reduction plan without so much as one Republican vote.
"We've got nothing to be ashamed of," said Rep. Vic Fazio, DCalif.
But the waiting. game carries risks.
How. long does it last? Democrats are deeply divided. The White
House is under the most pressure to produce; the House is under
the most pressure to define ideological differences. And what impression are Democrats projecting during the wait?
In House and Senate work sessions last week, GOP leaders were
,oming across as committed, serious, long-term thinkers — while
frustrated Democrats were trying piecemeal, with no overall plan of
their own, to save various individual programs from death or
decimation.
Sen. Barbara Boxer, D-Calif., brought up the Ebollc outbreak
while attempting to restore money to the National Institutes of
Health. "This country is one plane ride away from a virus that
could wipe out ,a lot of our people," she said. "What a time to,
walk away from health research."
Sen. Paul Sarbanes, D-Md., fretted about a proposed change in
the way federal pensions are calculated: He cited the Oklahoma
City bombing to highlight the contributions and nobility of federal
employees. "I don't think it's fair to such people to. change the
rules on them right at the end of their careers," he said.
The Senate Budget Committee chairman, Pete Domenici,
R-NM., presided patiently until Derrcx:rais demanded that $170
billion dividend, possible if interest rates fall with passage of the
GOP budget plan, be used to restore cuts in social and medical
programs. Domenici is reserving the money for an eventual tax cut.
Democrats shouldn't try to-dictate ''how to spend a dividend that
they didn't help get," he snapped. "`Iou want to prioritize, then be
part of the game."
If and when Democrats get into the game, it won't be with official budget alternatives.
In the House, "the judgment has been made not to do that," said
Rep. Martin Olav Saho, D:Minn., the senior Democrat on, the
House Budget Committee. He left the distinct impression it wasn't
his judgment.
Senate Minority Leader Tom Daschle, D-S.D., said Democrats
r:..tv otter floor amendments to make the Senate GOP budget more
.i...;puhle and didn't rule out support for a compromise version.
fficial Democratic budgets arc in the works, including a libt,itiepr-iric from the Congressional Black-Caucits; a-Senate plan
H
on agriculture and a conservative House plan that
tc Dorrienici budget but "make less radical cuts in areas
Medicaid and education," said Rep. Bill
tirttm.
one of the authors.
But the of f lc tat party_strategy — laid out emphatically' Friday by
Vice Presidc:it Al Gore and Democratic congressional leaders — is
non-engagement until the GOP abandons j,ts tax-cut plans.
Republicans are fractured over the tax cut and may also have to
ic..11 with skittishness among members standing for re-election next
scar Combine those pressures. with a possible presidential veto,
and ;ifille Democrats see detente at the end of the road.
the meantime, the party endures daily displays of blank charts
lahded - Democratic Plan to Balance the Budget," and the righteou,ness of Republicans empowered at last to shrink the government
their way, to sLore the Democrats, deposed last fall after decades in
charge, for their alleged failure of fiscal-leadership.
"You- only had 40 years to do Ns," House Budget Committee
Chairman John Kasich. R -Ohio, told Democrats last week. "You
only had 40 years."
EDITOR'S .NOTE — Jill Lawrence ciftwers. Congress for The
A ssociated Press.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters ,must bc signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be
more than 5(N) words. Letters should be typewriuen and double-spaced
,
le W: reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to
limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Mumiy, KY -42071.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
These are awkward days for two
PERSPECTIVE ON
giants in the interest group lobbying business. The gun lobby and
the biggest of the senior citizen
organizations have the unfamiliar
task of defending themselves.
Walter Mears
Demands and defiance, backed
Associated Press columnist
by the political power to reward
or punish, are their more customary pattern.
leadership team over more mod-..
But for different reasons, in erate members who wanted to
different forums, both the Nation- emphasize hunters and gun hobal Rifle Association and the byists instead of the bastion of
American Associatitins of Retired opposition to any and every
Persons have problems right now. restraint on firearms.
Chances are that it is temporary,
Wayne LaPierre, the executive
and that they'll both get back to vice president, then volunteered
business as usual.
to the AP a classic politician's
Still, powerhouse lobbies have apology for his letter to the 3.5
fallen from dominance before. It million NRA members characterhappened to the once unassailable izing federal law enforcement
tobacco industry 30 years ago, agents as "jack-booted- governafter Congress voted to put health ment thugs," likening them to
warnings on cigarette packages. Nazi-style storm troopers with
The Association of Trial Lawyers "the government's go-ahead to
of America, another politically harass, intimidate, even murder
monied interest, is struggling law-abiding citizens."
now against the movement for
Initially, he and the association
lawsuit limits.
had defended the letter, in terms
For the NRA, struggling with as inflammatory. On Wednesday,
image problems after a diatribe LaPierre said he apologized if
fundraising letter assailing feder- anyone thought he meant.
all fed-.,
al lawmen, and for AARP, facing eral law enforcement Officials,
•
a Senate hearing on its conglom- when he was aiming
excesses
erate business interests along involving the Bureau of Alcohol,
with its hard lobbying line Tobacco and Firearms.
against changes in senior beneAt a memorial to 157 federal
fits, these episodes 'probably will law enforcement officials killed
prove no more than brief detours. in the line of duty, President
Their mass membership, their Clinton said the NRA ought to be
zealous supporters, and their ashamed of that attack.
campaign-time spending won't be
The NRA took unaccustomed
affected.
setbacks in the last Congress with
The NRA held its annual con- passage of a bill for a five-day
vention in Phoenix this weekend, waiting period and background
after re-electing its hard-line checks for handgun purchases,

dues, "a huge cash-flow operation," said Sen. Alan Simpson,
R-Wyo., who called the hearing
before his subcommittee on
Social Security and family
policy.
His focus is on the "vast business empire" of a tax-exempt
organization, with a $456 million
annual budget and 1,700 employand a limited ban on assault wea- es. AARP agreed last year to a
pons. Its aim is to get both settlement in which it paid more
undone now that Republicans are than $135 million in lieu of taxes
in control, and GOP leaders have on its business enterprises over a
promised a vote on the assault I2-year period.
-Simpson said its members
weapons, postponed after the
Oklahoma City_ bombing and the share a common interest in travel,
militia and weapons disclosures insurance, hotel and pharmacy
and cirtroveries that followed. discounts, and most of. them
"I want them to know they can don't know much about the orgapressure Congress all they want nization's lobbying aims.
The Wyoming senator said in
to try to repral the assault weaan interview that he simply wants
pons ban, but as long as I am
Americans to know what AARP
president, that ban will be the law
is and what it does. For example,
of our land," Clinton said.
he said, only 43 percent of its
The image problem was dramatized when former President income is in dues. "The rest of it
George Bush quit his life mem- comes from business, big
business."
bership in the NRA, calling the
Simpson said the AARP is a
letter slanderous. At a college
barrier against budget reforms
commencement, Bush denounced
the excesses of "these crazy peo- affecting the entitlement programs that benefit seniors, and
ple" who liken .American law
most of its members don't know
officials to Nazi thugs.
it.
Hence his hearing.
The NRA then published ads
"If you're going to distort the
defending the letter and asking
Bush to reconsider. Ironically, national debate," he said, "at
while he was president, there was least people ought to know who
a rump movement in the NRA to in the hell you are."
kick him out for signing a ban on
importation of assault rifles.
For the AARP, the challenge
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter
comes Thursday at a Senate hear- R. Mears, vice president and
ing on its business interests and columnist for The Associated
membership practices. The orga- Press, has reported on
nization lists 33 million mem- Washington and national polibers, signed up for $8 annual tics for more than 30 years.

POLITICS

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL
The Paducah Sun
Whether campaign-finance reform eventually will bring better
government to Kentucky remains an open question. But beyond any
doubt, the legislation has radically altered the pattern of political
giving.
Most notable is the dramatic reduction in gifts. frail architects
and engineers, professionals whose contracts with the state arc
awarded without bids.
The total contributions to gubernatorial candidates from
architects and engineers are estimated at $60,000 so far in 1995.
Four years ago, candidates for governor were given about $1 mil-

lion from those sources.
The connection between no-bid contracts and generous campaign
gifts has long bordered on the scandalous. The new law, which disqualifies any firm that gives in excess of S5,000 to the winning
gubernatorial candidate from any no-bid contract during that governor's term, should go far in breaking that link. It also will help test
the standard disclaimer that the contributor was merely.interested
in good government.
As mentioned, the long-term results of the new campaignfinanced laws are not yet seen, but the general lessening of the role
of private money in gubernatorial politics is encouraging.

Aide launches attach
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Republicans have majority eon:
trol, a charismatic House Speak •
er, an engaging and hard-driving
House Budget Committee chairman, a "Contract With America.'
mandate to balance the budget
and perhaps the discipline and
votes to do it.
The White House has Leon
Panetta..
With landmark plans to eliminate deficits by the year 2(102
before both House and Senate
this week, the president's gregarious top aide is suddenly the most
outspoken individual in the
administration.
He's not only chief of staff,
but is doing duty as budget broker, principal 10Ievision spokesman, presidential lobbyist and
chief tormentor of Republicans.
And he's not above using gimmicks or props to illustrate or
magnify a point.
For instance, he joined Democratic leaders Tuesday as they
filed out of the White House to
face a gaggle of reporters in the
driveway, as if he were still a
congressman.
Wedged between Senate
Minority Leader Tom Daschle
.and House Minority Leader.
Richard Gephardt, Panetta waited
his.turn at the microphones, then
brandished two recent copies of
The New York Times.
•
He compared a May 8 headline, "Gingrich Promises Big But
Painless Cuts in Medicare," to
one in Tuesday's Times • "Analysts Share GOP's View That
Overhaul Is Needed. But Predict
'Real Pain."

ANAYLSIS

TOM dtAUM
Associated

Press Writer

"We've got to be honest, Newt Gingrich groused in an
we've got to be direct with the interview with CBS."Now, most
American people, but we also people think it is smart to buy the
have to provide some hope that a cheaper microwave if it's the
budget can in fact lift people's same microwave."
hopes for the future," Panetta
Panetta, 56, who started his
said.
public life as a Republican, is
He has produced bottles of well qualified to be the admiketchup to ridicule a Republican nistration's budget quarterback.
school-lunch overhaul. And he's He represented California in the
likened the House GOP spending House for 16 years, the last four
plan, with its $350 billion tax cut, of them as Budget Committee
to "a Grey Poupon budget that chairman, before President Clinbasically helps people in limou- ton tapped him as budget director
sines and cuts everybody else." in 1993. He moved to chief of
Panetta and congressional staff last June.
"Does he speak out on the
Democrats have kept up a fierce
attack on GOP plans to reduce budget? Sure," said Barry Toiv,
spending for education, reduce a a longtime aide to Panetta. "It's
tax credit for working poor fami.- an issue with which he's been
lies and impose huge savings in involved most of his career."
Chatty but erudite, and owlishMedicare without tackling other
related health care reform issues. looking behind thick round specRepublicans haven't hesitated tacles, Panetta has become a reg• ular on Sunday and daily mornto fire hack.
ing TV talk show's.
"If you wanted to buy a
Some White House aides,
microwave and you went to a speaking on. condition of
store that offered you a micro- anonymny, said Panetta's nearwave for $1,0(10 and a store that total immersion in budget issues
offered you a microwave for eclipses Alice Rivlin, the current
5400 and you bought exactly ihe
budget director. And his dealsame microwave for $44(X), Leon
making with former House colPanetta would describe that as a leagues often bypasses Patrick J.
WO cut I would describe it as Griffin, Clinton's
chief legislative
%On in savings," House Speaker

affairs aide.
Is there- a chance Panetta will
upstage even Clinton?
"I don't think there's a danger," said senior presidential
adviser George Stephanopoulos.
"They have different roles. The
president doesn't need to be
involved in every skirmish."
Rep. John Kasich, the selfconfident Ohio Republican who
is now the House Budget Committee chairman, once dueled in
COngress with Panetta, but from
the vantage point of a backbencher. "I never had any doubt
that someday I would win, we
would win," Kasich said
Tuesday.
But former Minnesota Rep.
Bill Frenzel, the committee's
senior Republican during much
of Panetta's chairmanship, cautioned against underestimating
Panetta. "Leon is a worthy opponent for any budget debater. He
knows budgets from alpha to
omega."
"The only problem is he's
wrong on this one," added Frenzel, now a scholar at the Brookings Institution. He cited GOPWhite House differences on the
importance of balancing the
budget within the next seven
years.
EDITOR'S NOTE
Tom
Ileum covers the White House
for ,The Associated Press and
often reports an economit
Lssues.
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Free transportation available
Calloway Countians for Patton-Henry will provide a free "MotorVoter" shutter service to voters of all candidates who need a ride to
the polls on Election Day, Tuesday, May 23. This will be from 9
a.m. to 5:30 p.m. To request a ride, call 753-6413 on Election Day.

Concerned Citizens will meet
Calloway County Association of Concerned Citizens will meet
Monday, May 22, at 7:30 p.m. in the basement meeting room of
Weaks Community cneter. The association is a non-partisan group
formed to discuss local issues. For more information call Ella Van
tidwell at 753-5308 or Kathy Lyons at 759-4735.

Parents Anonymous Monday
The local chapter of Parents Anonymous will meet at 6 p.m. on
Monday, May 22. For more information call 753-0082.

Coffee Break Tuesday
A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist
Church on Tuesday, May 23, at 9:30 a.m. This weekly event is for
all interested persons who meet for Bible study and refreshments.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be
offering blood pressure checks, pulse, cholesterol and triglyceride
screenings at all stops. Also available is a Stool for Occult Blood
Screening Kit for $4. Stops on Tuesday, May 23, will be at Coldwater Church of Christ from 8:30 to 11 a.m. and at Farmington Band
from 1 to 3 p.m.

Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday. May 23,
at 7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre. This will be the seventh
anniverary party for the SOS, a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single adults, whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Jeanne,
753-0224, or Pamela, :753-8863.

Alzheimer's meeting on Tuesday
Alzheimer's Disease Educational/Support Group will meet Tuesday', May 23, at 4:30 p.m. in the cafeteria blue dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more information call Joretta
Randolph at 753-5561, or Cindy Ragsdale, L.S.W., at hospital,
762-1100. Shared Care, Adult Day Care will sit with Alzheimer victims while caregivers attend this meeting, but persons should call
Susan Plunkett LPN at 762-0576.

Ladies Night Out Tuesday
Murray Country Club will have its monthly Ladies Night Out on
Tuesday, May 23. A social hour will start at 6 p.m. with dinner at 7
p.m. This dinner is open to all members and their out-of-town
guests. Seating will be limited and reservations may be made at the
club house, 753-6113.

Adult Great Books will meet
Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet Monday, May 22,
at 7 p.m. ak Calloway County Public Library. Gary Thorne!! will be
the leader for a discussion of the book of Exodus from The Holy
Bible. All persons who have read the book are invited to take part in
the discussion.

PIP schedules meetings
Parents in Partnership (PIP) for parents, family, volunteers, professionals and friends of children with special needs will meet Tuesday, May 23, at noon, and Thursday, May 25, at 6:30 p.m., kith in
the main meeting room of Calloway County Public Library. Shirley
Carpenter of Parent Resource Center of Calloway County Schools
will be the speaker. Persons may call Val Dowdy at 753-1%0 if
unable to attend, but would like to participate in the future or would
like to get a newsletter. Dowdy said to leave a message if she is not
home at the time of your call.

PIP schedules meetings

Mr. and Mrs. Rex Jones

Local couple will.be
married for 70 years
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Jones of Rt. I, Murray
obscr“: their 70th
wedding anniveyary on Wednesday. May 2They were married on May 24, 1425. ai Paris. ,.nn
Mrs. Jones, the _former Betty A. Lee, is the .Liti eiter ot the
late - I on,
Lee and Lucy Jones Lee. Mr. Jones is the son ot Bolen Jones and
Etta
Puckett Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Jones have one daughter. Mr. 11,s1c11
Holland and
husband, Prentice, Rt. 3, Murray, and one son.
jonc, Jr and
wife, Neva, Eminence, Mo. One daughter. NanLy m:Iler.
is &cc:1,c.!
Their 12 grandchildren are Betty Hall and hushand,
Janie,
Holland and wife, Vickie, Charles Rolland,
Holland anti wile.
Felecia, Donna Jones, Jimmy Jones, Tommy Jotws. 1)chbie Jones.
Lisa Jones, Mark Miller, Melome Row land„ind \1i belle
Stallons.
Mr. and Mrs. Jones ha‘c 16 grea1-gran.l.h1111.11.

Ladies of Murray Country
Club to have activities
Ladies of Murray Country
Club will have activities on Wednesday, May 24.
Those wishing to play bridge,
please get your own foursome.
Lunch will be served from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m.
Golf will be played at 9:30
a.m. with Anna Mary Adams and
Rainey Apperson as hostesses.
Those not listed in the lineup
but desiring to play. may come
and be paired at the tee. If a person is unable to play, please call
one of the hostesses.
The lineup is as follows:
Tee 1 - Beth Belote. Barbara Gray.

Marion Poole.
Tee 3 - Martha Sue Ryan. Rowena
Cullom Nancy Haverstock Frances
Richey:
Tee 4 • Ann Brown Norma Frank
Rebecca West. Rainey Apperson,
Tee 5 - Betty Jo Purdom, Veneia
Sexton, Frances Hulse. lnus On.
Tee 6 - Evelyn Jones. Betty Stewart, Diane Villanova Betty Lowry.
Tee 8 - Peggy Shoemaker. Billie
Cohoon. Billie Wilson. Freda Steely
Tee 9 - Cathryn Garrott, Sue Out:and, Lisa Carver, Anna Mary Adams
Tee 10 - Betty Scott. Faira Alexander, Margaret Shuffett, Toni Hopson

Because of the weather conditions, the ladies' golf play was
cancelled for Wednesday. May
17.

Ladies at Oaks Country
Club to have activities
Ladies' day events at the Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday,
May 24.

17, was cancelled because of the
weather. Doris Rose was gull
hostess on Max' 17.

Bridge will be played at 9:30
a:m. with Jean Holloway as hostess. Her phone number is
753-9404.

CLARIFICATION

Parents in Partnership (PIP) for parents, family, volunteers, professionals and friends of children with special needs will meet Tuesday, May 23, at noon, and Thursday, May 25, at 6:30 p.m., both
in
the main meeting room of Calloway County Public Library.
Shirley
Carpenter of Parent Resource Center of Calloway County Schools
will be the speaker. Persons may call Val Dowdy at 753-1%0
if
unable to attend, but would like to participate in the future or
would
like to get a newsletter. Dowdy said to leave a message if
she is not
home at the time of your call.

Golf play will start at 9:30 a.m.
with Ada Roberts and Linda Pate
as hostess. Pairings will be made
at the tee.

Jones named national
award winner by academy

I.

Golf play for Wednesday, May

Monday, May 22
New Concord Neighborhood
Watch/7 p m /New concord Church of
Christ building
Parents Anonymous 6 p m
Info,753-0082
Tau Phi Lambda Unit 827 WOW 6 30
p m. Holiday Inn
Purchase Toastmasters 6 30
p m /Calloway County Public Library
Adult Great Books Discussion
Groupq p m..Calloway County Public
Library
First United Methodist Church events
include Reach-Out Callers IV:4 p m
BingoVVater Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6 30 p m :Water Valley
Community Center
Prepared Childbirth Class'?
p m Murray -Calloway County
Hospital
Tuesday, May 23'
Parents
in
Partnership
iPiPi noon. Calloway County Public
Library Info/753-1960
Murray Lions Club,6 30 p m /Murray
Woman's Club House
Calloway- County Public Library
*events include Parents and Twos,13 30
am.Story Houri10 30 a.m.
Singles Organizational Society
SOS,/7 p m Chamber of Commerce.
infoJeanne•753-0224
Ladies' Night Out at Murray Country
Club:6 p m Into 753-6113.
Alzheimer's Disease Support
Group 1 30 p in board room of
Murray -Calloway County Hospital.
info 762-1100
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of
AARP noon Christopher's Restaurant
Note change in place
Bingw7 p m Knights of Columbus
building
Murray TOPS Club .Kentucky #34'
meeting
p.m /First Presbyterian
Cnurch Info. 759-9964
Coffee Break at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church/9.30 a.m
Hazel Center open 10 am -2 p m /for
sen,or citizens' activities.
Dexter Center senior activities.9 30
a.m
Weeks Center open 8 a m -4 p m 'for
senior citizens' activities
Grace Baptist Church events include
Library open. 10,11 30 a.m
Ladies Bible Class:9 30
a m /Glendale Road Church of Christ

Tuesday, May 23
ill•m4:141111 Baptist Church eve.
include Eva Wall Mission Group 1
p m Winsome Sunday School
pm
First United Methodist Church eve
include Quitters in Social Haii
a m Disciple II Bible Study 6 p
First Baptist Church events inci
Mothers Day Out 9 a m and 3 p
St. John Episcopal Church w.,*4
include Evening Prayer •
•
SI. Leo Catholic Ch..' •
include. Weigh to vs
a m Gleason Hail
Alcoholics Anonymous ._
meeting:8 p m American Legion t
South Sixth and Maple StretMurray
Social Security representati.e
am -12 30 p m
Public Library
Murray Moose Club events .f.S.
officers meeting
p m
rego
meetng/8 p.m
Family YMCA events
Step/5 30 p m 12th Street Bran:.
Step 6 30 p m Urmiers.!!, Banc
Aqua Fitness 8 30 and 9 3) D tt
Health Building MSC i-ts.
or 759-9699
Wrather West Kentucky
open 8 30 a m to '2
to 4 30 p in

Darla Ch4lpinan
-‘•-'*-
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Graduation May
Murray University Nursing Graduauon
May 14
Mothers Day• May 14
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Owner
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We are sorry for the mistake in
the wedding announcement of
Grace Ann Mason and Randy Dunn
They will he married at 6:00 p.m.
June 2. 1995 instead of June 2, 19()
at 2:00 p.m. at South. Marshall
Baptist Church.
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FREE PliUnputa
With The Purchase Of Any Carpet Price
$7.99 Or Higher
60 Yd. Minimum

James Edward Jones has beef
named a United States national
award winner by the U.S.
Achievement Academy. He will
appear in the academy yearbook.
Jones, a student at MacArthur
Junior High School, Lawton,
Okla., was nominated for this
award by Reginald Ramey,
academic program, coordinator.

You Can Have
A Career In
Cosmetology!

He is the son of Elijah and
Audrey Davis Jr., Lawton, and
Edward and Catlina Jones, DeSota, Texas. His grandparents are
James and Ida Diggs, Lawton,

Only 11 Months Training

Bertha Paige Jones, Lynchburg,
Va., Elijah Davis and Louise
Diggs of Murray, and the late
Aaron and Blanche Scott.

Classes Begin June 12
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

FINAL WEEK
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Purchase
Not Available On Sale Items Or With Coupons
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Results On Every Sample!
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Off
Storewide

Jewelry • Accessories • Waverly Material • Fixtures • Etc.
Taking Bids On Showcases
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Ezell
Beauty School
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Sports News
(AP) — The Indiana Pacers downed New York
97-95 Sunday to move to the Eastern Conference
finals against Orlando, while Houston beat Phoenix
115-114 Saturday to advance to the Western finals
against San Antonio Meanwhile, Golden State
received the No 1 pick in the NBA's draft lottery

Today's Sports

MURRAY
'N

II BASEBALL: Regional tournament Marshall Co
Calloway vs Hickman Co — 130 pm
• SOFTBALL: Regional tournament Marshall Co
Calloway vs Resdland — 3 p m

PORTS

Tigers topple Lone Oak
to win First Region title
Murray boys
win first title
in team playoff
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
LONE OAK — Never has a
loss been celebrated so much.
Then again, never has a loss
meant a First Region boys tennis
title for Murray High.
Murray's Jason Rouse and
Bryan Dennison fell 6-3, 7-6 to
Lone Oak's Sloan-Thompson in
the final match of a playoff
between the Tigers and Purple
Flash to ensure a Tiger championship Saturday at the Lone Oak
Tennis Center. •
Under unusual team playoff
rules which counts games won in
four head -to-head matches,
Rouse-Dennison accumulated
enough points to help the Tigers
win their first-ever regional tennis title 34-33.
"That was the most exciting
tennis I've ever seen," said Brent
Keller, who assists his mother,

MURRAY HIGH
Singles
(Semifinals)
• Michael Hornback d John Russell
(PT) 6-2, 6-0
(Finals)
• Hornback d Will Bruce (St Mary)
62, 6 1
Doubles
(Semifinals)
• Jeremy Hunt Joel Johnson d
Williams Payne (LO) 4 6, 6-3. 6-3
(Finals)
• Brown Cornille (Heath) d HuntJohnson 63. 6-3
• • • •
Playoff (Total Games)
Murray 34 Lone 0.0 33
• Hornback d Bad Gordon (LO)6-0.
60
• Hunt Johnson d Williams Payne
(LO) 6-2. 7-6
• Sloan-Thompson (LO) d Jason
Rouse Bryan Dennison 6 3. 7-6

Donna, with the boys team. "Our
kids, stepped up and wanted it
more than Lone Oak did."
Lone Oak. winners ofnine of
the last 10 team titles, appeared
to have locked up the title on Friday. But Murray's Joel Johnson
and Jeremy Hunt, the No. 4 seed,
upset top-seeded Jeremy Williams and Ryan Payne in the

semifinals.
Johnson-Hunt fell in the finals
to Heath's Brown-Cornille, but
Murray's Michael Hornback
closed out Will Bruce of St.
Mary 6-2, 6-1 in the singles
championship to force a tie
(15-15) between the Tigers and
Flash.
A playoff requires the top two
singles players and the top two
doubles teams from each school
to square off in the three-set
match. The school with the most
games won is declared the
winner.
Caught off-guard by the format, Murray- scrambled to get its
other two entries — singles player Rahul Tandon. and the doubles
team of Rouse-Dennison to the
Lone Oak Teis Center.
Tandon, in
ensboro, arrived
30 minutes late and was disqualified by tournament director and
Lone Oak coach Larry Heflin,
meaning Murray was down 12-0
to start.
"Someone had to win 12-0-to
negate those points," said Brent
II See Page 7

•

STEVE PARKER Ledger & Times photo

Murray High senior Michael Hornback gets a congratulatory hug from St. Mary's Will Bruce after Hornback
deated Bruce 6-2, 6-1 Saturday to capture the First Region boys' singles title.

MURRAY HIGH
Boys
sirsQ
r ua
plalcie
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ers

Running to state

• Salim Sanchez — 100 meters
• Salim Sanchez -- 200 meters
• Chris Cheaney — 400 meters
• Chris Cheaney --- Long Jump
. Tim Hinton - Pole Vault
• Jon Bell
Discus
.400 Relay
Sanchez. Cheaney.
Allen Thompson. Jerempe Olive
rSecond Place)
• Markenny Hammonds 110
Hurdles
• Scott Brown
Shot Put
• Scott Brown
- Discus
• 1 600 meter Relay -- Cheaney.
" Thompson. Sanchez, James Foster

Sanchez, Cheaney lead MHS
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
PADUCAH — Mayfield dropped down to
Class A football to take a shot at Murray
High. If track and field is any indication, the
Cardinals are going to have to run a little faster to catch the Tigers.
Three first place finishes each by speedsters
Salim Sanchez and Chris Cheaney were the
building blocks to Murray High's First Region championship Saturday at Paducah
Tilghman.
Murray, which scored 155 points on the
day, edged Mayfield (142) to win its fourthstraight regional title.
In the process. Murray's boys' will send
nine athletes to the State Meet on June 2-3 in
Lexington.
Murray's Allen Thompson, left, reaches for
the baton while teammate Salim Sanchez
looks on during the 1,600-meter relay.

"Everyone that we thought could quality
qualified, which is what we wanted," said
Tiger track coach Jimmy Harrell. "We had a
lot of first places and that was probably -what
won. it for us."
For the second-straight year, 1/
1
4111143) High
took second in the girls' competition alter
dominating the previous seven years.
Hickman won the- girls' Class AA regional
title with 164 points to Murray's 129.
Lady Tiger Bonnie Payne was the hug winner, taking three first-place finishes
shot
put, discus', and high jump.
Payne, a senior, didn't qualify in a single.
event as a iunior after making the trip as a
freshman and sophomore.
• Harrell said that Payne ranked right with
Some of Murray's top female athletes of all,
time.
"J.P: (Jennifer Parker) was a good athlete,hut I don't think she did the variety of things

Girls Qualifiers
(First Place)
• Bonnie Payne - Shot Put
• Bonnie Payne --- Discus
• Bonnie Payne
High Jump
• 800,Meter Relay
Dana Blanken
ship Anita Smith, Challyis Mann.
Samantha Hogsed
(Second Place!
• Lane Dennison - 100 Hurdles
• Challyis Mann -- 200 meters
. Katie Leary
Discus
.400 Relay -- Blankenship. Smith.
Mann, Hogsed.

CALLOWAY
Girls Qualifiers
" (Second place)
• Courtney McCoy --- 100 Hurtfies
• Brooke Lencki — 300 Hurdles
• Jessica Norsworthy -- Shot Put
.Missy Stubblefield -- 3200 meters

III See Page 7

Tigers win district baseball title
Calloway plays
Hickman Co. in
regional today
By MARK YOUNG
Sat4 Ai'!or
It took four days to play, hut it
seruinly prosed to he worth the
wait
Saturdav's Fourth District
baseball tournament final
hcEsseen Calloway County and
Murray. which v.as sdieduled .to
he played May 1 7 hut was postponed three Janes
rain _and
muddy field conditions, featured
clutch hitting, good defense and a
late rally in a game between two
teams who both have a legitimate
shot at' th.e. regional
championship.
But in the end. Murray, despite
giving up two runs al the bottom
ot the seventh, held on for a 4-2
in as senior Ryan Vanovcr

drove in to runs and scored
another to help the 'Tigers
improve to 22-2 on the season.
"Our offense and defense K e re
(.11d," Murray coach Cary Miller
said. "I'm proud of this group.
They've ik tyke(' hard and they
beat a good team today."
Both teams now enter the First
Region tournament at Marshall
County. Calloway (18-10) is in
action today, facing Hickman
County at 1:30, while Murray
takes on Fulton County Tuesday
at 1:30.
"We don't give up: we're
always going to ride the storm
out.7 Calloway c-oach -Eddie -Morris said of his team's resilience
and late rally. "We could have
laid down and conceded this
game to Murray. We just had
some errors and everything went
the other way. We didn't capitalize on Murray's errors."
Both, teams will have to be
considered among the favorites in
the wide-open regional field,

along with Reidland, Lone Oak
and St. Mary.
"We're proud to go into the
-region as a district champion; it's
an eight-team tournament, and
somebody will win three games,"
Miller said. "Everybody will have
a chance to win it." '
Murray looked ready to put the
game away early Saturday as Ted
Booth doubled on the first pitch
of the day, and with two outs, the
Tigers loaded the bases. Calloway avoided an early deficit,
however, as the next batter
grounded out.
After both teams missed scoring- chances in- the -first-- three
innings, Murray finally broke
through in the fourth. Vanover
led off with a single and scored
on a triple to right field by Kerry
Colson.
"That was a big triple by Kerry
Colson,' Miller said. "It got us
the lead and then Stephen Crouch
did -a nice job pitching. He had a
good five innings."

Crouch struck out seven and
allowed just one hit in five
innings ofwork while Jay Herndon took the loss for Calloway,
giving up one run on five hits and
striking out six in four innings.
In the fifth, after Jason West
led off with a single and Ethan
Crum walked, Robert Weatherly
grounded to third, but West was
safe as the play went to first
instead of to third to'getthe lead
runner. West then scored on a
groundout by Shane Schroader
and a single by Vanovcr plated
Crum -to give the Tigers a 3-0
advantage.
"We played well until the
fourth inning," Morris said.
"Then we had a young kid make
III See Page 7
Murray's Shane Schroeder (15)
scores as Calloway catcher Josh
McKeel goes high for the throw.
.11•1111.MV

Tae Kwon Do
"Tae Kwon Do is the best
thing I've ever done
for my child!"
Call Today' For Trial Program
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Sports Briefs

IN Tennis...
FROM PAGE 6
Keller
Hornback, undocated in the
first Region and bards khal
lenged in the tour 11.1111Cfn. blanked
11
lone Oak's Brad (Undon h
to square the play011 at 12 12
"That was dUit. 11,". Keller said
shot tt
of Hornhack. who gas
momentum to the I ;ger.' au se
Johnson and Hum. plas ing
their third matt h Ill the dirs.
again defeated top seeded
Williams Km's. 6 2. 7 fl
Rouse and Dennison nisi had
to stay slow in their mat. II lot
the Tigers to in I one I tak • N
ilrd point came in their '6 v,in
in the second set Had
Dennison won the sCl 1,111 ski.
one Oak would's c
another chant e III.11 mutilate
game points
Murray High pia sets and lans
rushed the smut alter House and

LOCAL BASEBALL

HAWAIIAN TROPIC CLASSIC
The Murray Heat, Memphis Tigers, Cape Travelers and
West Memphis Blue Jays were all winners on opening night of
the 13-year-old Hawaiian Tropic tournament in Murray.
The Heat downed the Memphis White Sox 3-2 behind the
pitching of Dustin Summers and Willie Morris. Kevin Rooney
homered for the Heat and Clint Myatt had a key defensive
play in center field to hold the White Sox scoreless in the final
inning. Murray won the game in the bottom of the seventh
when Mark Henson scored on a walk with the bases loaded.
In other games Friday night, the Memphis Tigers defeated
the Paducah Storm 3-2, West Memphis beat the Madison
Marlins 5-0 and Cape Girardeau downed Maryville, Terp.,
7-3

Members of the 1995 Murray High boys regional champion tennis team
are: (from left) Rahul Tandon, Jeremy Hunt, Joel Johnson, Michael
Hornback, head coach Donna Keller, assistant coach Brent Keller,
Jason Rouse and Bryan Dennison.

BRONCO LEAGUE
SATURDAY:
Hawaiian Tropic 5, Peoples Bank 1. (Hawaiian Tropic)
Josh Hedges 1B, Mark Chamberlain 18, Dean Futrell 1B
(Peoples) Kevin Trice 1B, Stephen Butterworth 18.
•Pro Wash 7, Kopperud 1. (Pro Wash) Clay Lamb 2B;
Marshall Welch IB (Kopperud) Kyle Braddock 1B
FRIDAY:
Kroger 8, FOP 7. (Kroger) Brad Hendrick 2B, 1B; Darren
Keel 2 1B, Jason Linn 28; Aaron Stewart 1B. (FOP) Jason
Haley 2 1B; Brady Harris 2 1B; Austin Webb 2 1B; Brandon
Williams 2B; Sean Clemson TB: Matt Morris 1B.
• Boone's 7, English Farms 2. (Boone's) Corky Owens
2B; Reid Johnson 28; Matt Kelleher 2B; Brian Ashur 1B.
Chase Boone 18. (English Farms) Drew Henry 2 1B; Jos0
Seavers 18: Justin Maynard 18.

•Baseball...
FROM PAGE 6
a mistake on a play. Once we
cross the foul line, we've got to
realize that little mistakes will
come back and bite us."
Murray stretched its lead to 4-0
in the seventh when, Schroadcr
walked,' took ..seconki on. a wild
pitch and scored on Vanover'ss
sceond RBI of the day, a single
to center field.
That run proved to be crucial
as Calloway finally broke
through in its final at-hat.
Tiger closer Preston Weatherly, who routinely set the opposition down in order throughout the
season, ran into some trouble late
against ('alloway.

PARK LEAGUE II
SATURDAY:
Coles-Suver 8, Ryan Milk 6. (Coles-Suver) Antonio Kendall 2HR, 1B; Trey Mason 38, 2 1B; Seth Asher 2 1B; Bryan
Coles 2 1B; Carl Williams 2 1B; Jason McGee 2 18; Tyler
Coursey ,1B. (Coast-to-Coast) Chase Futrell 2B, 1B; Tyler
Geib 2 18; Ryan Berberich 2 1B; Al Prescott 2 18: Cody
Gibbs 21:3 Drew Smith 1B: Justin McDowell 1B
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Calloway seventh grader Brooke
Lencki took second in the
300-meter hurdles.

•Track...
FROM PAGE 6

•
that Bonnie does," Harrell said,
comparing Payne to Parker, a
standout Lady Tiger basketball
player. "If they had a decathlon
for girls, Bonnie Would be gtiod
in it.
"She's a g(xxl kid and she's
always there for us."
Murray will send a total of
seven girls to the state meet at
the University of Kentucky's
Shively Track.
Calloway•s girls placed fourth
in the meet, but will send four
athletes on to the state meet.
For the fourth -straight year,
senior Courtney McCoy will
return to Lexington. McCoy took
second in .the 100-meter hurdles. _
She will be joined by seventh
grader Brooke l.encki ('00 hurdles, second place), eighth grader
Jessica Norsworthy (shot put,
second) and sophomore Missy
Stubblefield (3,200-meter,
second).
"It was probably alxrut what
we expected," Calloway coach
Stan Waller said. "We hoped
Courtney would finish first and
Jessica would finish first because
they had the top time and
distance."
Sanchez, a sophomore, is the
defending Class A state champion in the 1(10- and. 2(X)-meter
dashes, and he won tioth events
on Saturday. Chcancy returns to
the state meet after winning the
400-meter dash and the long
jump.
Jon Bell was first in the discus,
Tim Hinton won the pole vault
and the 4(X)-meter relay team of
Cheancy, Sanchez, Allen Thompson and Jeremic Olive set a Class
A track record with a time of
44.50.

MONDAY MAY 22 1995

The first two Laker batters in
the seventh, Josh McKeel and
Ray Stone, both singled, and
when Sam Arnett was hit by a
pitch, the bases were loaded with
no outs.
The next two hatters, Micah
Bazzell and Timmy McDaniel,
both brought runs home, but at
the expense of grounding out.
With two down and the tying run
at the plate. Murray first baseman
Robert Weatherly fielded a Brent
Anderson grounder and flipped
the hall to his brother covering
the bag to give the Tigers the
championship.
- Murray had nine hits on the
day as Vanover was 3-for -4,
while Crouch aided his own
cause with a pair of singles.
"We've got three seniors
(Booth, Vanover and Robert
Weatherly) who are all great
leaders," Miller said. "We've got
18 players on our roster and all
of them arc involved and they all
realize what their roles are."
Calloway was held to just lour
hits, three coming in the final two
innings. Anderson, Herndon,
McDaniel and Stone all singled
for the l.akers.
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1982 Chevy Truck, V 8 Auto, A/C
1986 Dodge Langer V6 local Car
1984 Ford Ranger Rod
•
1988 Choy Corsica Nice
1986 Choy Cavalier local
1986 Pontiac Sunbird, Depondablo
1989 Choy Cavalier
1987 Chew Cepric.s, V 8
1986 Cutlass Calais, V 6, Fled
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We would like to make
two things perfectly clear.

Two reasons to visit Van Dyke Eye Center
in Paris, Tennessee on May 25th.

Free Cataract/Glaucoma
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The Murray Independent School District
has recently prepared applications for use of
federal funds for the education of children
and youth with disabilities in the Murray
School District.
The application specifies that a free and
appropriate public education will be provided for all children with disabilities ages 3
through 21 who are residents of the Murray
School District.
Public Law 94.142 as amended by the
Individuals With Disabilities Education Act
of 1990 provides priorities for the expenditure offunds. First priority is given to those
children who are not being given any educational services. The act also requires that
the school district plan for the implementation of identification, location, evaluation
and appropriate education placement of all
disabled children.
Guaranteed safeguards for disabled
children and their parents on decisions
about education programs and confidentiality of files of those children identified as
being disabled will continue to be instituted.
This application will be on file in the
board office of the Murray Independent
Schools for 30 days beginning May 22, 1995
and ending June 22, 1995. Any interested
persons may review copies of the applications and make comments concerning the
applications to Judy Muehleman of the
Murray School District.
Consideration will be given to all comments submitted during the 30 days the
applications are on file. Final copies will be
submitted to the Kentucky Department of
Education as required by PL 94-142. PL 99457, and EDGAR.

Domestic
& Chlidcara

NOTICE TO BIDDERS
Sealed proposals will be received by the
Calloway County Board of Education at the
Office of the Board until 1:30 p.m., Thursday, June 1, 1995, for the furnishing of all
labor, materials, services and equipment
required to construct ALTERNATIVE EDUCATION CENTER,CALLOWAY COUNTY
HIGH SCHOOL, Calloway County, Kentucky. At the appointed time and place, all
proposals will be publicly opened and read.
Two sets of bidding documents may be
obtained by general contractors from the
architects by depositing a check made payable to Gingles and Gingles in the amount of
$100.00. Deposits will be returned to all
unsuccessful contractors if documents are
returned in good condition within ten days
after bid opening.
Contractors, subcontractors, and material suppliers may obtain copies of plans and
specifications by payment of the cost of
reproduction which amounts to $25.00 per
complete set.
The successful bidder will be required to
furnish performance and payment bond for
the full amount of the contract.
Any bid received after the time set for
opening bids will be returned, unopened, to
the bidder.
No bid may be withdrawn, after time set
for opening bids, for a period of thirty days.
The owner reserves the right to reject any
and all bids and to waive any informalities
therein.
CALLOWAY COUNTY
BOARD OF EDUCATION
Dr. Jack Rose, Superintendent

TO BID
The City of MurWater and
Wastewater Division, will receive
sealed bids for one
1995 2-ton truck
cab and chassis
Sealed bids are to
be marked -Bid: 2ton truck cab and
chassis" and delivered to the City

The
Calloway
County Board of
Education will be
soliciting bids for
property Insurance
and other related
insurance in June,
1995
Interested
persons may contact the Board office for information
relating to providing property insurance and related
insurance,
Bid
packets with specifications will be
available at a later
date This is not an
invitation to bid

ray.

Clerk's Office by
1:00 pint on Wednesday, June 7,
Specifica1995.
tions are available
at the City`Clerk's
Office located at
207 S 5th Street,
Murray, Kentucky.
•
42071.
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Murray
Shoe Repair

Audio Services
Electronic Repair &
Sound System
Installation

106 N. 4th St.
Murray, KY
759-19133
9-5.00 Mon.-Fri.

(car, home, commercial)

753-2031
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Card
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INVITATION

‘N(M K

7.53-19111

Pre-Season
Pool Passes
Now On Sale
At Murray
Calloway
County
Park Office at
8th & Payne St.
762-0325
For information
MRS Teresa Psychic
Reader & advisor A true
born pyschic gifted from
God 502554 7904 call for
aPPoirlment
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Open 5pm
Closed
Mon Tues Pizza salads
hot sandwiches gyros &
bread sticks Dine in or
carry out 474 8119 or
800-649 3804

The family of
Josephine Darnell
wishes to thank
everyone who was
kind and offered
their condolences
&support during
the loss of our
loved one.

ANIMAL lovers needed for
..reekends Sal 8 4 Sun
8 11 prefer kennel tech
experience love of animals
& people a must Come to
Calloway County Animal
Shelter, no phone calls
please Marilyn

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age lima to aPPIY It
your present policy is
over. 10 years old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemother
apy For free informa
bon call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
a

Nursing
Opportunities
RN week-ender prog
ram or part time
LPN - full time or pad
time
CNA all shifts Competitive salaries pleasant
work environment

sonce•

Contact Sharon
901-247-3205

\N't

Physical Therapy Director wanted to
manage RehabiSports Medicine Department Must be registered physical therapist Excellent benefits and competitive
salary Interested applicants may contact
Joyce Hamilton, Human Resources
Methodist Hospital of McKenzie
161 Hospttal Drive
McKenzie, TN 38201
901-352-4171 or -5344
E0E

MAY 31 DEADLINE
1995-1996
CITY AUTO STICKERS
CITY BUSINESS LICENSE
OFFICE HOURS - MONDAY tHROUGH FRIDAY
7:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
CITY CLERK'S OFFICE 207 SOUTH 5TH STREET
THE CITY CLERK'S OFFICE WILL BE CLOSED MONDAY,MAY 29
IN OBSERVANCE OF MEMORIAL DAY).

Card

070

010

LAO '
Nodes
ADMINISTRATIVE Ass*
tant Large local insurance
agency seeking applicants
for the position of Admini
strative Assistant Duties
include secretarial, recap
bon, communication with
companies and clients
scheduling appointments
preparing proposals Skills
required excellent typing
skills good organization,
effective communcation
with others, prior know
ledge and experience with
computer applications such
as Microsoft Word, Excel
Power Point, etc College
degree in marketing preferred but not required
Submit resume to P 0 Box
427 Benton Ky 42025
Attn Ip1

WANTED:
JOB SHOP
MACHINIST
Must have 3 5 years Job
shop experience to ea*
Benefits include
•Top Wages
•Ped Vacations
.10 Paid Holidays
-Paid Health Insurance
For Employee a Family
-401K Retirement Plan

Mayfield Machine
& Tool, Inc.
Old Pryorsburg Rd.
Mayfield, KY
(502)247-0501

010

Notice of Intent
To Solicit Bids

Ma

AVON earn $8 $14/hr Full
or part time No door to
door
Benefits
1 800 827 4640 IN0REP
COOK experienced pre
ferred daytime hours full
time or part time Contact
Sharon 901 247 3205
DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the fu
ture and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753 9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am-3 00pm
This propct is funded by
the Job Training Partner
ship Act through the Ken
lucky Department for Ern
ployment Services and the
West Kentucky Private In
dustry Council This is an
Equal Opportunity prog
ram Auxiliary aids and ser
vices are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities
DRIVEROTR 8 needed
immediately l New pay in
crease' (Min 2 yrs OTR
exp req ) Call Ron Bruner
800 998 9009 Crete Car
nor Corp Easy Trucking
Co FOE

ReceptionisV
Cashier
Some Salmi
Immediate Opening'
Most enpy people, Peas
ant personality 8 some
math skills helpful 5 Days
Per Week (must be able to
work some Saturdays, up
to every other week) Pd
vacation & holidays (Might
consider pert time 3 to 4
days per wk )
Call For Appointment
498-8161 Ask For Jim
Dial Direct From Murray
EARN $1000'S WEEKLY
STUFFING ENVELOPES
AT HOME START NOW
NO EXPERIENCE FREE
SUPPLIES INFORMA
TION NO OBLIGATION
SEND SASE TO STER
LING DEPT 33 PO BOX
149167 ORLANDO FL
32814
EARN up to $1 000 weekly
processing mail Start now
no experience free sup
plies information no obh
gation
Send self
addressed stamped enve
lope to Bucks Dept 14
8407 Etandera Rd Suite
133 217 San Antonio Tx
78250
JACK of all trades prefer
retiree for apt mainte
nance 759 4118 between
2 3pm

MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITY
WiS you earn $20,000$30000 this year and
More in future years?
International company-in
its 8th decade of growth
needs three represents
OireS in the Murray/May
held wee
Are you
• Competitive
• Goal oriented
• Ambitious
It you qualify, you will be
guaranteed
• Three weeks expense
paid training
• Guaranteed income to
start
• Complete benefit and
retirement package
Unlimited earning poten
Sal and
advancement
Possibilities remit you
Call (502)753-5353
Mon. or Tues. 10-7
Ask for Will Hayden

FOOD SERVICE AIDE
Full lime 1st & 2nd shifts
Relief cook positron Previous training and/ or expert
ence preferred SANITATION AIDE Full time
128 30pm Apply at Murray Calloway County Hos
pital, personnel depart
ment 803 Popular St

MALEY Lawn iS Landscap
mg Services has full time
mowing crew positions
available 753 5726
MURRAY Christian
Academy is accepting applications for teachers,
grades K 6 Call 759 1555
for application
SHIRT unit operators and
laundry personnel Full
time regular hours with op
portunity for over time,
competitive wages Apply
in person at Boone Clean
ers, 605 Main St
TAKING applications at
Dutch Essenhaus House
Cafeteria
THE United States Depart
ment of Agriculture will be
hiring temporary summer
workers as field assistants
to measure Dark Fired and
Dark Air Cured tobacco
crops in the field Applica
lions may be secured at the
CFSA Office, 201 South
Johnny Robertson Road
Applicants must be 18
years of age or 1701 age if a
high school graduate EEO
TRUCK
DRIVERS
NEEDED NOW! No expert
once necessary C D L
training available Immedi
ate openings. $600 per
week Interviews Thursday
Call now 1 800 467-3.806

PAY PHONE
ROUTE
50 Prime Established Locations
Earn $1500 wkly.
Open 24 hrs
Call
1-800-200-9137

until filled. EOE

NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS

110
Instruction

Gymnastics
Cheerleading

JAKEL, INC.
700 NORTH 4TH STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
(Located in former Safeguard. Sager Glove Plano

753-4647

PRODUCTION WORK
ASSEMBLY LINE + INCENTIVE
BENEFIT PACKAGE
WORK FOUR 10-HOUR DAYS,
M-TH 6- 30 A.M. - 5:00 P M
OVERTIME POSSIBLE
Equal Opportunity Employer

120

USED computer monitors
and keyboards, (3) 13"
EGA color $30 each,(2) 12"
EGA green $15 each (2)
13" VGA color $50 each,(7)
12" VGA mono $20 each,
(15) keyboards $5 each
Call 759-4236
140

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753 9433 day
or night
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
USED 250 or 500 gallon
propane tank
Call
759 9752
WANT to buy nice used gas
grill Call 759 2599
1S0
Articles
For Sale
18 CU FT SIDE by side
refrigerator, ice maker.
$so, Craftsman riding
mower, 30" cut, 7hp, $165
753 3628
1981 SUBARU 4sp. V8
Ford automatic, 3% ton
truck, 390 engine Call
759 0971 leave message if
not home
1989 ARGO 8 wheeler,
high & low range. 18hp,
Koehler twin cylinder.
electric start & electric
winch on front light Runs
on water or land 'Al shape
serious inquiries only,
$2,500 492 8437, or
492 8548
2 STEEL safes at Horton
Lock Shop One 52H x 32w
x 25D, 74H x 36W x 31D,
burglar resistance„ TL rat
ing 753 5980, 753 1203
after 5pm

WAITRESS dancers
wanted Doll House Cafe.
Paris. TN 901 62 4297

BEAUTY shop equipment.
good condition Call
753 9992

BABYSITTING
Have
opening for 3 children any
age 474 8382
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and ex
perionced. references Call
Linda 759 9553
MOTHER of 5 year old
wishes to babysit children
K 6 in SW area home for
stammer meals fun. TLC!
Local references available
435 4358
TAKING reservations for
summertime daycare. ages
5 9yrs kids will learn first
aid CPR & lots more The
only registered daycare in
Hazel Call Toni Shands
492 6186

food Ser% Ice 11orkcrs
•t'ustonier Sen Ice 1
Leaders

Apply in person al the Murray Keririi, k
Chi ken restaurant. I OL/M/1.

hied

•

Fisher-Price

Want
To Buy

(4) ULTRA 5 star wheels,
13x7 deep dish, 5 lug alu
rnrnum Cellular bag phone
492 8600

to novel )ou

KFC

Business
Opportunity

VEGAN Metal Fabricators
general laborers mug wel
ders Apply in person
502 328-8991 call for
directions

ky I•ned ('hit ken is looking tor help It yuu
and like,people. wr-wo-ithi

* shin

Responsible for case management, screening, referral, groups,counseling, assessment,
treatment plans, etc. Qualifications: masters in
clinical/counseling psychology, social work, or
related field, one year substance abuse experience, six months group experience; or
Bachelors degree and certification as a
Chemical Dependency Counselor by a state
and a minimum of three years experience in
substance abuse; KY drivers license. Minimum salary: $1,588/mo. Send resume to
Bernie Dew, Program Director Residential
Substance Abuse Services, Fuller Memorial
Substance Abuse Treatment Center, c/o P.O.
Box 389, Mayfield, KY 42066. Position open

Computers
LARGE local life and health
agency searching for applicants for the position of life
and health agents, financial
planners and investment
representatives Skills required effective oommuncation with others, prior
selling experience
licensed in life and health
Securities represenatives
will be needed in Murray.
Mayfield, Paducah, and
Benton, KY Send resumes
to PC Box 427, Benton.
KY 42025 Attn Ipl

-40.41443getil. CillhAINIASLIt:

like

MOTHER of one wanting to
babysit in my home
Fenced in play area East
Hazel, New Providence
area Call 492-8522

APPLY IN PERSON AT

Help Wanted
K111111,

SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELOR
II-FAMILY - Paducah, KY

BELL COLLECTION Ap
pros 95 bells collected
over the last 30 years All
kinds, all types, most don't
look like bells, crystal,
metal, glass, ceramic. etc
Entire collection $150 Call
after 5pm 759 9932
BOGARD Trucking and Ex
cavating. Inc We haul top
soil, gravel, fill din, white
rock, rip rap Mon Fri
8 4pm, 753 2446
CRAFTSMAN riding
mower, 36in cut 11hp.
$350 firm TV satellite sys
tem, you move $500
753 8278

MACHINIST
MURRAY, KY
FISHER-PRICE, INC., a leader in the manufacture of children's toys and juvenile products. is seeking an experienced machinist to

join their operation in Murray, Kentucky
The person we're seeking will have a minimum
of two years machine shop experience in the
operation of lathes, mills, drill presses, etc.
Experience in blue print reading a must A high
school diploma or equivalent is required.
For immediate consideration, please send
resume indicating current salary to,
Employment. Manager
FISHER-PRICE, INC.
Fit #2 Box 53A
Murray, Ky. 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer - M/F/D.N
No phone calls or agencies please. ,

"NURSING

OPPORTUNITIES!'

Henry County Medical Center, a dynamic,growth -oriented hospital invites
you to join a team of professionals who
are committed to providing high quality healthcare. With state-of-theart technology, we are able to offer a
challenging work environment that will
allow you to realize your potential. We
have the following openings:

Med/Surg/Peds: RN's all shifts,
full time
Surgery: RN
With Experience
Surgery: ORT
With Experience
We offer competitive salary
and a comprehensive
benefits package.
For more information, contact:
Fran Cashman, RN, MSN
Director of Nursing
(901)644-8257
or apply in person at:

H IC HENRY COUNTY
M I C MEDICAL CENTER
TYSON AVENUE
PARIS, TENNESSEE 38242

FisherPrice
In response to existing and anticipated employment opportunities,
applications arc now being accepted for production 'operator- positions
on the following shifts:
• 12 hour swing (extended hours with lois of off time)
• 8 hour fixed (Monday-Fnday, First/Second/third)
• 4 hour fixed (Monday-kriday, 9 am.-I p.m" p.m.- I° :p.m.)
Starting pay rates are S5,59 for 12 hour work schedules and S5.10 for
and 4 hour. Positions leading to regular full-time employment offer a
top pay raw of $8.5K plus a comprehensive benefit package.
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's hest toymakers,
please contact:
Murray Employment Agency
201 So. 12th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
759-2150
An 1•4041 Opyrwurinty krrip4riyer 54/1 /DA
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Adidas
For Sale

320

NEW metal siding & roof
ing Cover 36 cut to length
in 10 colors galvanized
and gaivaiume Secondary
of available Portable car
port kits 489 2722 or
489 2724

FRIGIDAIRE refrigetator
excellent condition no ice
maker Call 753 2604 or
leave message

SIZE 8 wedding dress with
chapel length train & veil
cost $600 asking $200
753 0516 leave message
TWO 300 watt amps 12in
boom box Sherwood ste
reo and 6 CD changer two
speakers lyr old New
$1500 now $1 000
759 9121

ANTIQUE
SHOW & SALE

MUST sell GE refrigerator,
good condition $150 no
gobable 753 0013

SEARS 16 000 BTU air
conditioner, also a Whirl
pool 20 000 BTU air condi
boner 753-3356

6 DAYS
MAY 24-29
KENTUCKY

160
Home
Furnishings

OAKS MALL
Free Appraisal
on I Item with
a Copy of this Ad.

DINING room glass top
pedestal table 4 fully up
holstered chairs $500
753 0122

3PC of porch furniture from
1950s, $75 753 4893

EMMANUEL BAPTIST
ACADEMY

JOHN Deere 430 20hp
diesel lawn tractor with by
drolic 60" mowing deck
brand new turf tees 671
hours trailer ball hitch al
ways serviced washed &
shedcled excellent paint
no scratches $5500 Day
phone 759 4700 night
489 2481

Baptist School,

I
OPEN FALL 1995

1 ROOM efficiency very
near MSU partial utilities
furnished Available now
Coleman RE 753 9898

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

1 ROOMS for rent at 1614
Olive Utilities furnished
Share kitchen living room
ill.bathroom facilities Wall.
to MSU Coleman Flf
753 9898

WEIGHT machines 13
cable/chain machines 2
rowingastepper. squat_tack,
bench press. olympic free
wts & preacher curl For
information. call collect
904 564 2874

lf vou are under age ti7iatiti qualify for
NIEDICARE due to disalublv we offer
several Medicare Supplenterlt Policoo.
;
All Medicare Supplement Policie,
.are now standardized into Ill plans

Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667

no

T11111111
We represent .7 A M Ite,t A- or A •
rated' romp:trite.: to KIVr, ViP11 the 1 -.1
possible rate,
. and service

lAuskal
FENDER Stratocaster gui
tar. Stevie Ray Vaugn
model with tweed case ex
cellent condition 759 1081
after 5pm

Please give us a call for a rate quote

McConnell

Insurance Agency

260
T.Y.
Radio

905 S•ca more, Murray. KY

21- ZENITH color N cable
ready with remote capabili
ties, great picture $100
Call 759 4236

id.. 1.800-155-4199
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(ABSOLUTE AUCTION)
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38.15 ACRES
SAT, MAY 27TH, 10:00 A.M.
THE WHEELER PROPERTY
AT CUBA, KENTUCKY

MEM

MIA

I Al i)N 4I9.' R i Al) IA' f NI T(.) ',i

GREAT SOUTH GRAVES LOCATION
A SUPERB TRACT OF LAND

SELLING REGARDLESS OF PRICE!!
L ACCESSIBLE FROM ALL DIRECTIONS
BEING OFFERED IN 4 TRACTS INDIVIDUALLY
AND IN COMBINATIONS OF TRACTS
AS TO OBTAIN THE HIGHEST SELLING PRICE!
TRACT 0 1 - 3.443 ACRES

ATTRACTIVE 3 BEDROOM RANCH
. .-....

...

NEAT KITCHEN - LIVING & DINING ROOM
SPACIOUS FAMILY ROOM W/FIREPLACE
ATTRACTIVE 32X16 IN GROUND POOL
32X40 SEALED, WIRED & HEATED SHOP

9
1 24.093 ACRES 134.566 ACRES 06.048 ACRES
OPEN TRACTS ARE GREAT BUILDING SITES

FRONTAGE ON HWY 83 &SCHOOL ROAD
MAKE PLANS TO BE AT THIS AUCTION

THE AUCTION IS SAT., MAY 27TH

AT 10:00 A.M. BE-THERE
15°h DOWN, BALANCE IN 30 DAYS
1980 Chevy El Camino • 1953 Dodge 3/4 Ton Truck • 4
Wheel Farm Wagon &Hoist • 2 Wheel Utility Trailer • MF 3
Olm Plow • 3 PI Lilt Pole • 3 Pt Field Sprayer • JD 2 Row
Ranier • Farm Gates • 2-Livestock Head Gales • 2-Freeze
Proof Livestock Waterers• Cattle Mineral Feeders• Miscellaneous Farm Items •
• Snapper 8HP Electric Start
Riding Mower • Slitil 15" Chain Saw • 15" Scrol Saw • IC/Table Saw • 6" Belt Sander w/SIand • Shop Dust Collector
-wiFrIters•Shop At( C-ompressor•Oraftrrig Table•-Assortment
Of Hand Wood Working Tools • Assortment Cabinet Fronts &
Miscellaneous Wood •
• Oak Dining Table • 6
Ladder Back Chairs • Round Side Table • 2-Marble Top End
Tables • King Size Beauty Rest Water Bed • 5 & 3 Drawer
Chest* Mahogany 10 Shelf Cabinet• GE Portable TV • Curtis
Mathis Console TV • VCR • Rocker/Rechner • Sola •Old Student Desk • Computer Desk • Desk Chair • Cold Spot Refrigerator • Crosley Electric Stove• Whirlpool Dishwasher•Maytag Dryer • Wood Counter Island • Linens • Flower Arrangements• Miscellaneous Tables & Stands• Old Garton Tricycle
• Old Toys - Collectables. Old Trucks • Old Jewelry • Chfldtens'ffooks • 3 Wheel Bicycle • Guitar • Miscellaneous Wall
Hangings and Collectables • Norman Rockwell Collectables •
Figurines • Miscellaneous Antique Items • Miscellaneous
Kitchen Items • Cook Books•Crockery • Large Coolection Of .
Bottles And Jars, Dating Back to 1940 • All Brands and
Typev Iron Kettle • Cabinet Sewing mact-bne • IBM Typewritler • Stereo & Speakers.• File C i , •ners • Loge Antique
Coke Cooler • And On And On
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE
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R. CASH
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CALL FOR DETAILED!BROCHURE

2BR duplex, appliarices
furnished, gas heat, dock
w/c1 hook up, like new
436 5725

Homes For Sale
12x60 2813 completely
furnished. utility pole must
sell. asking $5.0.0
492 8604
12x65 MOBILE home 2hr.
I mile from campus
759 1616
14X70 2813 I'. bath mo
bile home on BOX 180 lot
Underpinned, central heat'
air, porch and covered pa
ho Close to school and
town Good condition
753 5592 after Sp m

2B13 Embassy Apartments
central gas heat. available
now $300/mo Coleman
RE, 753 9898
2813 townhouse on Diu
quid Central I-1,A Available
now $325/mo Coleman
RE 753 9898
2813 upstairs apt 111 ,
13th St deposit & lease
no pets 751 6001 leave
message
2 UNITS now It), with fans
washer & dryer retrigera
tor. stove and other extras
$300into $300 deposit
available now 1 unit Arr
$400/mo. $400 deposit
available June 1
753 5731
CONL/OMINIUM for lease
low utilities Ihr 2 bath with
garage 753 3293

IWO 30R 2 bath, central
hia, electric stove. located
Riveria Courts 5.30
753 0878 after 4pm

COUNTRY living effr
ciency apt extra clean ap
phanoes furnished lea.se &
deposit required no pets
436 5401

NEW 1994 mobile home
28x70, 3bts 2 baths. gar
den tub, 2x6 walls, Northern insulation, all kitchen
appliances and central unit
Price $47.500 Call
489 2501

EXTRA nice 2br duplex
with carport gas heat ap
pliances. no pets deposit &
lease 1817 Ridgewood
$425 753 7457

NO equity 1995 mobile
home already set up in
park, 16x80. 3br 2 bath
502)759 2454
200
Mobil*
Homes For Rent
2B13 mobile home. C h/a,
water furnished $275/mo
Coleman RE. 753 9898
28R on large prnrate lot 7mi
East of Murray Linzy
Beane resident 436 2582
SHADY Oaks
2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking dm
tancri to r.ollege 753 5209

Mobile
Homo Lots For Rent
NEW park newer mode
homes only Concrete
drives & walks Trash pick
up & city water $100/mo
492 8488
NORTHWIND Mobile
Home Park 753 9866

DOWNTOWN office space
available across from
courthouse $95/moinclud
mg all utilities 753 1266

VE Hi' spar goos 2br 2 bath
dopier appliances burn
sched w
ty,ril. up central
gas twat V.:5 'no 1 mo
depoca rears lease nn
pets
7 51 2905 on
751 7545

3 i
sioe

weight

lured (alt

good

Houses
For Reel
213E4 1 bath hr.' se for rent
Newly des neared electric
heat ctovP P. refrigerator
twoished
100 MO
I
month
depoc,,
no Pets
751 2906 or 751
7536

$450 ;no lease & depos,i
762 44A1 4pm
11.41 2 hath brirk . holtSP
Ryan central ha
gm., neighborhood
$500imo yr lease A dew
sit 762 121 7 between
8 4 30pm
_
31314 nice carpel A Vinyl
heautif,)I natural wood
Stairs with 2 largo hod
ro,wric ‘1,,,,,v•ctairS 1 bath in
large t orrice lot 605 Syra
nlf
'54504/1,1
75.1 211si
751 8767 41i;
NICf -IBr 2 bath
k
holle.P with 2(-At garage In
F'irri",rarnir Shores
56(10 inn plus rkripoci1 No
Pets 1 2 mo lease Petri?
474 8.419 after

m

,r.
a.
s 4.
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RE TAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753 4509 or 7536612

ATTENTION:
Dark Tobacco Farmers
Do You Need Wood?
We otter all your tobacco
Ming wood needs
Just Call

310
Wani
To Rent
WAN TE 0 house for rent 3
tp 5brs nice neighborhood
available July or August
751 0194
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I

3 BR-2 Bath
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Dial-A-Service
Can Advertise Here For
56.00 per week - (13 week minimum)
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STAN MEADOWS
CONSTRUCTION
For All Your
Building Needs
15 Years ErPeriAnce
For Free Estimate Call

(1111-7/1)1.:11410!

492-8723
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David's Cleaning Services
'We 'eerrialize ir
Vinil Siding • itorres • Mobile Elrx-,re, • Esrear, •

David Bordrec

Phone (502) 759-4734
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OFFICE or business 1000
sq ft Available June 1 308
N 12th next to Faye s
753 9212

,,_••

1
cir.•

smAt t ibr brick house
walking distance to M`, I
'.
E "ea low
MI114,1
rear SIP'
75'1 731'.I
751
'•
416

11 1)0059II With
Dock
Hwy 641
Just
Inside Paris City Limit
Days 498-8161
or Nights
901-642-2478
Ask For Jim
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SINCilf story beric houco
in Marshall County 1111-4 2
bath spa mirs Irving room
and fut.-lien with deluge re
frgerator
makf4f dig
heirs her new Ole,
range A washer riniitiin
garage Very rioar, /or
eir,e 502 554 65 • •

Warehouse
For Rent
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hyterd easy calving high
weaning
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I:1 Homes
For Sea

3L0

Sherry Lane ApIs near CRF E Kill W Serf storage
MSU These attractive Iwo warehouses on Center
bedroom units lease for Drive betund Shoney c
$440 & will be ready for $20 5-40-mo 759 cal
June move in Grey's Prop
erten is taking applications NOW renting' Eastside
.Boat g Mini Storage Cali
Call 759 2001
now to reserve your space
KENTUCKY Lake take
759 9835 or 153 0834
land Windy Village tbr
apartment utilities in
STORAGF trader for rent
duded, rent based on in
753 788a
come 55 & older handicap
& disabled Equal Hoc
si
.ng WANT to I.Oase dark bred
Oppo- rtuni
y
totlaccri base 492 8159
502 354 8888

MURRAY Manor Apart
merits now adcepting appli
cations for I 2br apart
ments Apply in person
1 30pm 4pm
Mon Fri
1409 Duigiud Dr

Lets
For Sale

BULLS and Hrefors Peaty
mare.* tested comment*
and Maine
Aniuu
rossbred serioi e age
bulls and heifers r eer top
performance animals of
fered for sale All animalc
health tested arid guar ari
teed Sm,th Hroadherd
Farms
Pa r
(5021215 5182 ieght
15021235 5 t :•n

N' W taking applications
for Ser bon 8 low rent houc
ri
Apply in person at
Souttiside Manor 906
Broad St Extended he
tween 8am 12noon No
phone r alls please Equal
Hoosing Opportunity

WAPITI Ii. ni,o /...n.o. f-,r
lear.,“ in Murray area avail
-FURNISHED or uriforn
ished tor 2br apts No pets able Jun 1st 3 to Stirs 2
)01, cri It w•th
Zimmerman
Apts baths 2 7
large lot in neri area price
753 6609
negotiable will fin in Mornay
FURNISHED lb( apt utili
May 27th Gall
at K,op
ties included $350 Mo perud Realty 753 1222
435 4236
weekdays
753 0732
380
For Fiore
G & L Rental Property an
Or Lease
nounces openings at

MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1 2 arid 3br apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity

I./restock
& Supplies

NOW renting 1 to 3br apm
behind Bradley Book Co all
have low utilities & are
closer to MSt1 than most
dorms Walk to class with
no parking worries Better
hurry they won last long
753 2339 or 751 8767

2BR 1 bath near hospital
21111 hill I.
i5rh ct Car
appliances furnished w d
port fully furnished 2br
hookup some utilities in
suites rant' coffee table
ducted $325cmo no pets
• end tatiles table lamps
753 3991
• rrilor tv 'or'liner
2BR 2 bath duplex. gar
Wave rforip freeze clove
age. central gas heat ven
new reit...40,11ot washer &
tral air $450/mo Coleman dryer din-nq set Ahso
RE 753 9898
lutely ii
pots' $450 mn
$450 riep•icil 1yr lease
2BR duplex, townhouse
7rii_r 74 7
triplex house, appliances
furnished
Rent varies ",`EiVi fir .11..0
stove 5rp
$350 430 Call 753 1266 intraralr,r included
near
for more details
campus (-alt 753 4857 or
751 'eK•OF,7 after 5pm
2BR duplex in Northwood
759 4406
3BR I • bath 316 N ROI

210

offering different levels of benefits. W,
can w rite 7 of the plans on an
.1,Waranteed r-;,••ue" and the policies will
be issued at the lowest available pre.

11.1.1&•IIIVI

NICE 28r 1 bath duplex
unit at 600 Northwood
$400 mo plus utilities de
posit
Call
No pets
474 8430 after 6p m

1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray 753 4109

GUNS buy sell or trade
436 5650

11111.11INI
WIWI

1813 duplex on Hwy 280
energy efficient No pets
$285 mo ideposit
753 8848 before 9pm

1BR nice available now
Coleman RE 753 9898

437-4432

753-4199

NEW 2br duplex carport
deck etc Available now
$400 mo 753 3031 leave
message

1BR furnished, apt
$195,mo available now
water paid
no pets
753 5980 after 5pm
753 1203

(Grades K6)

•

1B13 apt low utilities no
pets reference and deposit
required
$195 rflo
753 3949

1BR furnished apt
$200,mo plus deposit no
pets Hwy 121 at the fair
grounds 753 3139

REPO Buildings Due to
relocation factory has 3 all
steel Ouanset style build
ings for immediate sell (1)
40x60, (1) 30x38 Never
erected
Call Bill
800 581 5843

.A Southern

NEW Ibt efficiency apts
w d furnished 753 9841 or
136 5496

1BR extra nice has all Item
lure some utilities paid no
pets $285 mo 436 2722
8am 7pm

165
Antiques

1 2 380 apts Furnished
very nice near MSU No
pets
7 5 3 1 25 2
days 753 0606 after 5pm

1813 duplex new ha cat
poling $225/mo 412N 5th
St 753 2339 753 8767
436 2054

GLASS top table with 4
leather chairs 753 0296

753-6487

379

Apartments
Fia Real

Appliances

9

MA. 1

PAr

1447

7s1-7you
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753-6952
W
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MONDAY, MAY 22, 1995
SAO

530

szn

Services
Offered

5•04:4111
(Mimed

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete instaNation and service
Call Gary at
759-4754

PAINTING int , ext all
types of home repair, free
estimates Call anytime
436-5032

8oaM
& Moline
•

NEW affordable homes 1994 DAKOTA Sport with
2 3br in aty Starts at mid warranty red 753-4354
50s financing available
payments less than rent 1994 DODGE 5: ton
Sidewalks storm sewers (2500) P U . 4x4, SLT,
curbs & all underground ABS, Cummings diesel engine, brand new tires, S/S
utilities 753 4444
Diamond Tread tool box,
5th wheel, baN hitch that
470
folds into bed, deluxe stereo, power everything. MoMotorcycles
torola cellular phone.
1981 GL 500 Silverwing 29,XXX miles, dark green
new rear ore new winds over gray Cost new
haw road ready, $1295 $30,000, now on sale
$23,950 Day phone
7533331
502-759-4700, night
1995 BLASTER good con
502-489-2481
dition $3 000 759 4905
FOR sale 1988 Chevy
FOR sale Red Yamaha Sitverado, black & gray with
motor scooter excellent gray interior, loaded,
shape serious inquiries 79.XXX miles 527 5294 afonly 753-5738
ter 5pm
ego

510
Used
Cars

Campers

1985 HONDA Civic CRX
5sp red with new wheels &
Ores $2 950 obo 437-4722
after 6pm
1985 TOYOTA Supra
121 XXX miles, full option
new fuel pump, brakes ag
nation starter, paint and
more $2,600 759-9121

1984 SHASTA by Coach
man class C motor home
24 Onan generator, MICTOwave, air, sleeps 6. 46,XXX
miles 498-8312 after
4 30prn
32 FOOT Holiday camper
$3000 Serious Inquires
only 502-759-4414

1987 CHEVY Sprint, excellent gas mileage new fires
asking $1,500 753-3557
1988 LINCOLN Town car,
condition
good
502-492-8358
1988 1-BIRD, V6 loaded
64xxx miles, one owner
garage kept $5295
753 7457
1989 DODGE Dynasty
loaded 132 XXX miles,
very nice black with marroon interior Call 492-8873
after 5pm
1989 PONTIAC Grand Am
great condition ac cruise
new, tires and brakes,
$4000 527-5195
1990 GEO Storm white
automatic, air, pis, et 1
owner 753-9764 after
6pm

528
Boats
& Motors
14FT ALUMINUM Jon
boat, 5ft wide with 20hp
Johnson eletnc start motor,
trolling motor 753-2249 after 5pm
14FT CHEROKEE, 1986
30hp electric start Johnson
motor, casting deck, console remote trolling motor,
LCR, excellent condition
489-2018
15'4 FT RUNABOUT boat
& trailer, 85hp Johnson motor with power trim $1600
759-9086 after 4 30pm
STAR Craft 35hp with
trailer, (2) 5 gallon tanks
extra Call 492-8873 after
5Pol

1990 MERCURY Cougar
LS loaded 759-9780 after
5pm

MARK Twain very nice,
1977. 165hp, 6cyl. Chev
Marc cruise, gold & white,
tandem axle trailer See at
Wayne Darnell Boat Shop,
9mi South of Murray on
Hwy 121

530
Serene'
Offered
Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
hedge trimming, landscaping. mulching & mulch hauling, gutter cleaning. Cleanup sink, garbage Odd Jobs,
also Al househld moving
Free estimates Tim Lamb
436-5744.
A-1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spraying, serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 436-2247
or 492-8737
A and A Lamb's lawn mowing, light hauling, tree trimming, Mark 436-2528
ALCOA vinyl siding & trim
Replacement windows Bill
Speed 492-8103
ALL around hauling, mowing, tree work, Junk dean
up, cleaning out gutters,
Joe 436-2867
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs, AGC
°reified 489-2214
ALL phases of tree care
maintenance including fertilization, pestiddation &
storm damage repair by
The Professional John
Boyer Call 436-5334
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
ASPHALT driveway, sealing free estimates
753-2279

We have been your custom builder in the

past. We are now expanding our business
to better meet your needs. In addition to
custom building, we can now take care of
your remodeling needs, additions, wind or
water damage or replace' your roofing.

1991 CHEVY Lumina Euro
3 1 V-6 50,XXX miles.
power locks, tilt, cruise, a/c,
light blue, new tires
759-9973 $8,750 obo
••••

HOUSEBOAT 4011 Kingash twin 318 motors, 65
generator, all new inferior,
$27,500 or trade Call
436-5082 or 436-5811

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory Vaned by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30 years ex
BOBBY
pone-nee
HOPPER, 436-5848
ARRONS Handyman Co
remodeling and repairs,
odd Jobs, screen porches.
decks. electrical etc
474-8534
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515
BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations
etc 759-4664

CAMCORDER repair &
microwave repair Wood
VCR Service Center
753-0530

1993 CAV Wagon 108 XXX
highway miles power
ocks air & auto Call
492 8873 after 5pm
1994 GRAND AM red with

gray black ihterior. am/fm
:
-..assette. cruise driver side
al, bag ABS. 30.XXX.
miles Call 489-2524 after
4pm

Free Estenates
24 NOV Servce

CADILLAC 1977 excellent
condition
$2 500
759 9887
FOR sale or trade- 1988
Cadillac Sedan Devolle one
owner excellent condition
would trade for van
753 5731

IT
'it ESD

We hand wash & wax plus complete
clean-up on auto's, trucks and vans
Free Pickup and Delivery Wthin City Limits

Call (502) 759-1820

St. Ext.

615
3rd
Murray, Ky. 42071
Half block down S. 3rd off east Sycamore

M & M Remodeling

196 SWB CHEVY V8
auto 8000 males on motor

'9'2 GeEv P U
47 300 actual miles
meor some body
$2 500 489 2406
6orn

A Professional Service
Specializing in Kitchens & Bathrooms

LWB
good

To help yea pima year New Ultima or Bathroom

work

Call 753-6869

after

'985 CHE
S 10 4x4
auto ext cab good
$ 3 000
435 4453
.1/86 JEER Grand Wago

for free quote or consulting.

CONCRETE REPAIR
in

-ieer 8 450 4x4 on the
y gcoe condatioe $5 200
502 354 9099
lays 502 924 1210 ask for

Crack•
Dnveways
WalkwaysPalos - Garages
Expansion Joints Replaced - Waterproofing
All v.rtrt 10 Year Warranty

1-800-700-9464
Free Estimates

987 GMC truck

one
0,*ner good condition
492 8360
1988 BRONCO II excellent
condition 759 1 770 after
6pm or ieave message on
macbIna
1991 Mazda B2200 Pick
up gray power steering
power brakes apline Cd
player & E0 Leer topper
good condition low mi
leage Call 759 4908

Call Anytime - Local References
THE
c
'ykforng

C°
s"c. 1973
western Ky and West Tenn

,S
CUSTOW KITCHF.M CABINETS
CUSTOIA WOODWORKING

1993 DODGE Dually est
cab dieser excellent
shape 435 4056

Custom Woodworking

1994 MAA-84000 6cyl

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

cab plus 4•4 5sp red
loaded 1 owner 32 XXX
miles warranty mint condi
eon $17 500 Day Oar_
•'
759 4700 night 489 2461

and

.Poe fly And

404 SumbuKy

YARD mowing, free estimates 753-6344

care, Mowing, trimming,
fertilizing, haul debris & refuse 759-9577

Classifieds
Office Open
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Matthew Brown

will be offered this summer by the
Office of Community Education.
The sign language course will be
held June 1 through july 27, with
classes meeting on Tuesday and
Thursday nights from 7 to 9 p.m. A
$70 fee covers registration and
course material. A trained sign
language instructor, Tyra Lokey,
will teach the class.
To register, call the Office of
Community Education at Murray
State (502) 762-2160 or toll-free at
1-800-669-7654.

Rodney Garth Tidwell will be graduating from Calloway County High
School on May 26, 1995. He is the
son of Rodney and Jana Tidwell.
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Famous Hand
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
4 Q 86 5 3 2
✓ K J 72
•9
+K4
WEST
EAST
£4
+ J 10 9 7
✓ 10 9 5
V3
• K J 10 2
•8 5 4
46 J 106 2
+98753
SOUTH

carded two more diamonds on the
queen of spades and king of clubs,
but then had to lose a diamond to
West's king for down one.
In effect,declarer bet all his chips
on finding the spades divided 3-2.
He would have made the contract
easily in thatcase.Theflaw in South's
method of play was that he made no
provision for a possible 4-1 spade
division(a hefty 28 percent chance).
Instead, he should have taken
steps to guard against a 4-1 spade
4AK
split while at the same time allowV A Q 864
ing for the normal 3-2 division. This
• A Q 76 3
could be done by cashing the ace of
+A
•
hearts at trick two,then playing the
The bidding:
ace of spades followed by a trump to
South West
North East
dummy's jack.
2V
Pass
24
Pass
Declarer then cashes dummy's
34
4V
Pass
Pass
king ofclubs and discards the king of
V
spades on it! He next trumps a low
Opening lead — queen of clubs.
spade with the queen ofhearts,leads
Here is a famous hand that dema trump to dummy's king (drawing
onstrates an important principle of West's last trump), and ruffs anplay. It occurred about 50 years ago other low spade with his own last
and, unfortunately, declarer went trump.
down in the grand slam.
As a result of these preparatory
He won the club lead with the moves,South makes the grand slam.
ace, played the A-K-Q of trumps, Dummy's last five cards consist of
-and cashed the A-K ofspades'When the Q-8-6 of spades,seven of hearts,
the missing spades proved to be di- and a diamond. Declarer cashes the
vided 4-1,South was at the end ofhis ace of diamonds, ruffs a diamond in
rope. He cashed the diamond ace, dummy, and its all over but the
ruffed a diamond in dummy, dis- shouting.
Tomorrow: Precision defense.
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*New and Used *Lowest Prices!

*FREE Mount and Computer Balance

Owners Gerrald Boyd and Ronnie Melon

WAREHOUSE
TIRE
400 Industrial Rd.
753-1111
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....i SUNDAY BUFFET 11-3 $5:9,044
Wednesday-senior's night' Buy one get one free!!1
fL Thursday Night-'All You Can Eat' Popcorn Shrimp .5.95
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Compare Our
Price & Coverage
For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance

Ross Insurance Agency
Ronnie Ross & Denny Ross
OffIc• Hours. Mon.-Frl. 8
p.m
Now Also-Sat. 9 am.-12 p.m.

am -S

600 Main St.
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WINDOW & door repair &
replacement 759-1799

NICHOL'S lawn & yard

alum

All Types Of•

Due to an overwhelming response to the sign language course
offered during the spring semester
at Murray State University,a course

VCR REPAIR. Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35 Free estimates.Route
1, Almo Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fri. 753-0530

(For ..01.1T persOIlall/Cd

Dutchmen's
Wash and Detail

academic team. He is active in
the television ministry at his
church, First United Methodist
Church, Paris, Tenn,

MSU to offer new
sign language course

THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, insured Estimate available.
759-4690.

HOROSCOPES

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262

biad. wet wood slat bed
$4 500 olio 437 4722 atter
6pm

THE fence builder, any type
fence, lowest prices, best
quality, guaranteed.
753-8249 after 5pm

(Minimum of 13 Weeks)
New rate effective April 1, 1995
Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

Licensed 8 Insured

'96" PORD F250 ". ton
Did farm truck runs good
$650 obo Call 753 5348

SURE WAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimatesv Day or night,
753-5484.

Only $6 A Week!

Tree Tnmming
Tree Rerno4
Landscaping

S.

LAMB'S Tree Service, tree
trimming & removal, hauling. etc 436-2269 Paul

mercial, Servall Gutter Co
753-6433

Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out section runfling each Monday in the classifieds. You get a
2x1 display ad, regularly priced at $12,20, for

varrd 44cv"rg
Tree Service c'eanuP Service
Hedge TrImnrig
Light Hauling, Etc.
Owned & Operated By TIM LAMB,

2 1983 BUICK Regals
good bodies both need ea.
gine work $1 400 obo
759 9886

DRYWALL, finishing, repairs additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761

Matthew Brown, an eighth
grade student at Murray Middle
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call School, has been 'accepted to
attend Hamilton College, Clinton,
436-5255
N.Y., for a three-week intensive
RIDA'S Machine Quilting,
choice of patterns Phone science course in July.
The program at Hamilton Col502-759-2479. Murray, Ky
lege is one of six in the United
RILEY Remodeling & Construction Garages, addi- States, sponsored by The Johns
tions porches, decks, roof- Hopkins University's Center for
ing vinyl siding & DIM, re- Talented Youth (CTY). The
placement windows
course involves more than 110
Owner Jerry Riley Phone hours of class
and laboratory
502-489-2907
work combining chemistry, bioloROCKY Colson home re- gy and physics.
pair, plumbing roofing, sidBrown, son of Dr. Stephen and
ing & additions All type
home & mobile home re- Eleanor Brown of 704 Olive St.,
qualified for admission to the
pair Free estimates
474-2307
course through his SAT scores
ROOFING and painting, taken under the auspices of the
interior- exterior etc. 25yrs Duke Univercity TIP program in
experience, 10% discount which Murray participates.
senior citizens 474-0107
During his years at Murray
Middle School, Brown has een an
SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or com- active member of the band and

Attention
Classi ied Advertisers!

FREE Estimates: 753-8343

rQuaity
B 0/40
4:r

D & D lawn care, free estimates 489-2296

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, FiVs LAWN care, mowing & trimand etc Excellent protec- ming 436-2528.
tion high quality, excellent LAWNS
mowed
value Roy Hill 759-4664 (502)7593133
CARROLL S Custom gar- LEWIS Exterior Cleaning
den tilling, grader blade houses, mobile homes,
work, bush hogging lots. brick • & vinyl, buildings,
free
estimates
R V's. sidewalks, free esti502-492-8622
mates (502)753-6490.
CHIM Chlm Chimney LICENSED for electric and
Sweeps has 10% senior gas 753-7203
citizen discounts We sell
MULCH. delivered Murray
chimney caps and screens
area 436-5560
435-4191

Bruce

serva

DAVID S cleaning services We clean vinyl, brick,
drive ways, sidewalks, mobile homes, R V 759-4734

LAMB Brothers Tree -Service 502-436-5744

COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery. Murray
436-5560

1992 AEROSTAR loaded
73 XXX miles, very nice
Call 492-8873 after 5pm
1992 TOYOTA Paseo red
tape deck and CD player.
55 XXX miles $8 900
759 1992

CUSTOM tilling & email
bush hogging 489-2995

GERALD WALTERS is
back Vinyl siding, painting,
decks, additions, roofing,
BACKHOE Service, com- 20yrs experience, free estiplete foundations, septic mates 753-2592
systems R H Nesbitt, Construction Phone 492-8516, HAVE SAW WILL
TRAVEL Tree removal and
pager 762-7221
trimming, 20yrs experiBOB'S Plumbing Service ence Call 492-8254
Installation and repair, all
HOUSEKEEPING and carwork guaranteed
pet shampooing available
753-1134 or 436-5832
753-4709
BUSHHOGGING blade
work, lawn mowing & wee
KITCHEN CABINET REcleating 489-2077
FACING Make your old
'BUSHHOGGING Gardens new again with Formica All
plowed, disked, driveways colors, free estimates
graded
Milt Jones VVulff s Recovery, Murray,
437-4030
KY 436-5560

Green
Butithng Contractors, Inc.

1991 MERCURY Grand
Marquis original owner,
e xcei aent condition,$8,100
435 4043

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar

Brown to attend
science course

753-0489
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Gastritis pain mimics heart attack
By. Peter H. Gott. N1.11
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DEAR DR coTT I recently had an
acute attack ol gastritis and u as sent
Jo the emergency room t it h severe
upper stomach pain resembling a
heart attack Please give me sonic
information on this conditom
DEAR HEADER Gastritis Anflain
million (41 the stomach is a common
consequence of certain viral inlet.
toms. it is also a manifestation of mood
poisoning It can result from some
medications. notably. anti inflammatil
ry drugs, such as Milian anti
Naprosyn. that are frequently used to
treat arthritis and minor pain
Gastritis stimulates the nerves
leading trom the stomach. producing
upper abdominal or chest discomfort
that the brain cannot distinguish - trim)
the coronary pains ot angina or heart
attack Other disorders that may
in
cardiac pain include aortic
aneurysm. pancreatic Inflammation
and gallstones
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By The Associated Press .
Today is Monday, May 22, the 142nd day of 1995. There arc 223
days left in the year.
Today's. Highlight in History:
On May 22. 1868, the "Great Train Robbery" took place near
Marshfield, Ind., as seven members of the Reno gang held up the
crew, detached the locomotive, and made off with S96,000 in cash,
gold and bonds.
On this date:
In 1761, the. first life insurance policy in the United States was
issued, in Philadelphia.
In 1813, composer Richard Wagner was born in Leipzig, Germany.
In 1819,. the first steam-propelled _vessel to attempt a transatlantic
crossing, the Savannah, departed from Savannah, Ga. (It arrived in
, Liverpool, England, on June 20.)
-In 1900, The Associated Press was incorporated in New York as a
nonprofit news cooperative.
In 1939, Adolf Hitler and Benito Mussolini signed a "Pact of
Steel" committing Germany and Italy to a military alliance.
In 1947, the Truman Doctrine was enacted as Congress appropriated military and economic aid for Greece and Turkey.
In 1969, the lunar module of Apollo 10 separated from the command module and flew to within nine miles of the moon's surface in a
dress rehearsal for the first lunar landing.
In 1972, the island nation of Ceylon became the republic of Sri
Lanka with the adoption of a new constitution.
In 1979, Canathan went to the polls in parliamentary elections that
-put the Progressive Conservatives in power, ending the 11-year tenure
of Prime Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau.
Ten years ago: U.S. sailor Michael- L. Walker was arrested aboard
the aircraft carrier Nimitz, two days after his father. John A. Walker
Jr., was apprehended; both were later convicted of spying . for the
. Soviet Union.
Five years ago: After years of conflict, pro-Western North Yemen
and pro-Soviet South Yemen merged to form a single nation, the
Republic of Yemen. Boxer,Rocky Graziano died in New York at age
71
One year ago: A worldwide trade embargo against Haiti went into
effect to punish Haiti's military rulers for not reinstating the country's
ousted elected leader, Jean-Bertrand Aristide. Today's Birthdays: Movie reviewer Judith Crist is 73. Singer Charles Azn-avour is 71. Actor Michael Constantine is 68. Conductor Peter
Nut) is 61. Actor-director Richard Benjamin is- 57. Actress Susan
Strasberg is 57. Actor Frank Converse is 57. Actor Michael Sarrazin
is 55. Actor Paul . Winfield is 54.
Thought for Today:'
,You can tell the ideals of a nation by its
advertisements." -- Norman Douglas, British author 0868-19521.
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DEAR FEELING GUILIN .
Don't feel guilty. I admire our
honesty. Feeling as you do. you
would he doing all of you 11
favor to give your ht‘shand full
custody of Sherry.
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Heard Around Murray" by Jame,
C. Williams, publisher.
Glenn Kelso, Robert Overby
Mrs. Doyle Humphreys and Mrs
Carol M. Rogers are new °Dicerof the Lynn Grove School Unit ot
Parent-Teacher .Asst.'anon
Paris Road Homemakers Jul
met in the home ol Mrs \ irgini.
Duke. Elected as olli.crs v4crt•
Mrs. Duke, Mrs. Ina Nesbitt ano
Mrs. J.B. Roach
Forty years ago
Murray City Council has vote,'
to annex all of South Ihth Street
down to Sycamore Street. '[hi'
will add several blocks and at
least 20 homes to the city .
Murray High School held its
Junior-Senior Prom at Kenlakc
State Park Hotel on May 20
Barbara Ann Wilde and LI
James R. Crouch were married
May 15 at Mitchell Air Force
Base, Long Island, N.Y.
Recent births reported at Mur
ray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. William Wyatt and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs Dv.ight
•
Pace.
Murray Transfer Company uill
begin operations at 1 I 1 East
Main St., Murray, on May 2 1.
according to C.R. N13.1,10,
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Lion honoring him for his services
at a meeting-of Kentucky Circuit
Court Clerks 44rsociation at
Bowling Green.
Local voters will face a maze
of candidates and offices as they
go to the polls on May 27 to
select nominees in a number of
state and local races in the May
Primary Election.
Tom Holland of FreedHardeman College, Henderson,
Tenn., is speaker at a gospel
meeting at Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ, May 19 to 25.
More than 250 representatives
from banks in the West Kentucky
area participated in a day-long
bank tellers' institute on May 17
at Murray State University.
Thirty years ago
Congressman Frank A. Stubblefield has announced a Head
Start Project to give eight weeks
of pre-school training this summer for 22 needy children in
Murray. This was made possible
by contributions of $3,497 from
Office of Economic Opportunity.
"Ronald Churchill has two
Gingko trees in front of his
place," from column, "Seen &
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Ten years ago
Peggy Jo Chadwick, student at
Calloway County Middle School,
is pictured with her History Day
entry, "Remembering the Alamo," which recently earned her a
chance to travel to College Park,
Md., with her entry in competition on June 10.
M.C. Garrott writes about Ed
Adams, son of Mr. and Mrs. Erie
B. Adams, w- ho just returned
from a two weeks IBM business
trip to Peking. China, in his column, "Garrotes Galley."
Mr. and Mrs. B.E. Gore will be
married 50 years June 7.
Births reported incude a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gandy,
May 9; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Hafer and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Danny Ferguson, May 13; a.
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Stephen
Wilson, .May 14; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Mark Bucy and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Hawkins,
May IS.
Twenty )
.ears ago
James H. Blalock who has
served at Calloway - County Circuit Court Clerk since 1958, was
presented with a special resolu-
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Answer to Previous Puzzle
DEAR TAD: I asked .Jon
I 'N R I
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Austin, director of media rela'
I 0
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L OUS U.S5'E- tions with Northwest Airlines.
After he stopped laughing, he
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Shade tree
City in Utah
So-so grade
Tirretabte
abbr
16 Ponce de
18 Cooler
20 Rockfish
21 Uncanny
22 S A animal
24 Soprano
Lehmann
25 Categor.es
26 Fastens
28 Ms
Rosseriini
33 14,11rmit.eS
34 Manage
36 African ravine
38 Dec holiday
40 Italian opera
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DEAR JACK: 1, as well as the
overwhelming majority of. the
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DEATHS
Roy Arlon Willoughby
Funeral_services for Roy Arlon Willoughby were today at BlalockColeman Funeral Home, with burial in Elm Grove Cemetery.
Willoughby, 78, of Route 1, Henry, Tenn., formerly of Calloway
County, died at 11 p.m. Friday in the Henry County Medical Center in
Paris, Tenn.
Willoughby was born March 13, 1917 in Calloway County and was
retired from Tappan Manufacturing Co. He was a member of the
Sugar Creek Baptist Church.
He was preceded in death by his parents, Henry and Lela Hensley
Willoughby and his first wife, Geneva Futrell Willoughby on Aug. 8.
1973.
Survivors include his wife, Imogene Malone Willoughby of Henry,
Tenn., whom he married June 15, 1974; two daughters, Wanda Hughand husband Jacky, and Linda Chadwick and husband Steve, all of
murray: two sons, Dallas Willoughby and wife Mary of Murray and
Douglas Willoughby and wife Jean of Martin, Tenn.; two steplaughters, Bobbie Sue Jackson and -husband Jerry of New Johnsonvil'e. Tenn., Bettie Lou Wiggins and husband Jacky of Henry, Tenn.; one
step-son, Jacky Malone and wife Gail of Henry, Tenn.; three sisters,
Ruby Harris and Eudell Scarbrough, both of Murray, and Pauline
:rouse of Hazel Park, Mich.; six grandchildren, 15 stepgrandchildren, one great-grandchild, 24 step-great-grandchildren and
one step-great-great-grandchild.

Mrs. Treva Redden Johnson
•
•

Mrs. Treva Redden Johnson, 87, of Murray, died at 4:47 p.m. Sunday at the Britthaven Nursing Home in Benton.
Born June 25, 1907 in Calloway County, she was a member of First
Baptist Church in Murray.
She was preceded in death by her parents, the late H.A. Redden and
Ida Belle Walston Redden, and her hisband, Tema Johnson.
Survivors include one brother, Thomas Redden and wife Mabel of
Murray.: one sister, Mrs. Connie Montgomery of New Concord; one
nephaw, Pat T. Redden and wife Shelby of Joplin, Mo.; one niece,
Brinda Smith of Baca Raton, Fla.
Funeral services will be at 10 a.m. Wednesday at the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home Chapel with Dr. Greg Earwood .officiating.
Burial will be in the Murray City Cemetery. Friends may call at
J H. Churchill Funeral Home from 5 to 8 p.m. Tuesday.

Arnold Walter Ronna
Arnold Walter Ronna, 71, of Murray, died at 11:50,p.m. Sunday at
Lourdes Hospital in Paducah.
Born Jan. 25, 1924, he was a charter member of Immanuel Lutheran
Church and was retired from the former Sayer Corp. of Murray and
Saver Glove of Gilman. Ill.
as preceded in death by his parents, Fred and Meta Hilgendorf
'tonna. and two brothers, Lester and Robert Ronna.
Sun ivors include his wife. Norene Fuoss Ronna, whom he married
)cc. 20. 1942: five children, Eldora Friebel and husband George of
•lurray. Arna Osman and husband Gary of Nashville, Merry Lyons
nd h-u-sband Larry of Onarga, IN., Ed Ronna and wife Diane of Onar- a. Ill.. and Katherine McKinzie and husband Al of Spartanburg, S.C.;
our broth rs, Clarence Ronna of Milford, Ill., Delmar Ronna of PaxIll.. Lawrence Ronna, Chatsworth, Ill., and Orville Ronna of PaxIn. Ill.. tWo sisters. Irma Enneu of Loda, 111., and Lois Grohler of
:ankakee, Ill.. 13 grandchildri:n, nine great-grandchildren; and several
'feces and nephews.
The local visitation and memorial service will be at 10 a.m. Tueslay at Immanuel Lutheran Church. Knapp Funeral Home of Onarga,
11. yvill he in charge of interment:
The family has asked that expressions of sympathy be made to the
!erg fund at Immanuel Lutheran Church.

Gale L. Wells
(laic L. wells. 58, of St. Charles, Ill., died Friday at Delnor ComHospital in Geneva, Ill.
Horn July 21. 1936 in Sesser, Ill., he was a 'real estate agent
for
liore than 2; years.
He is survived
. bv his wife Mary, two daughters, Deborah Wells of
\t:iple Park. Ill. and Mary Christine Wells of Sterling, Ill.; two
sons,
, Michael Well. and wife Tammy of Rockford, Ill., David Wells of
Aurora. Ill , his mother, Georgme Wells of Benton, five brothers, Farrell Wells of Clanton, Ala., Gerald Wells and wife Diane of
Hot
,prings. Ark . Charles Wells of Clanton, Ala., James Wells of
Paduah. John Wells and wife Gaye of Murray; three sisters, Joyce Goebel
.nd husband. Del of Maplesville, Ala., Karen Wells of.
Riverside,
alit.. and Susan Wells and husband Mike of Clanton, Ala; and
two
..:randsons. Austin Thomas Dwiggins and Brandon Vessel.,
He was preceded in death by his father Russell Wells.
Funeral services were Monday at Yurs Funeral Home in St. Charles.
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Murray High School Chapter of Future Homemakers of America participated in National Volunteer Week, April 24-28, by preparing and serving
decorated cupcakes for the W.A.T.C.H. Center. Janet Dedman, right,
and Cammie Blalock are pictured presenting cupcakes to W.A.T.C.H.
member Johnny Armstrong, left. Sally Crass is FHA advisor. At the
state FHA convention, Barbara Bush, former First Lady, congratulated
young volunteer members of FHA and encouraged them to continue
their practice of "random kindness" to communities across the United
States. The youth organization Is made up of 250,000 members and is
ceiebratig Its 50-year history.

Second camp
has openings
Many of the area's young John
Grishams and John Updikes have
already registered for the 3rd annual
Young Authors Camp at Murra.v.
State University this June.
The first of the two -week-lonlz
day camps is full; however, the
second week, June 19-23, still ha,
openings.
Titled "Story Writing." the second week of Youth Authors Camp is
open to childrep 11 through 14. ,Ilie
focus for the week is on writing and
revising different types of stories.
Young authors will work with
Squire Babcock, Murray State professor of creative writing and with
Murray State English education majors. Writing activities will include
exercises in imagining character
and setting, as well as -praLtice
sessions in building scenes, dialogue, descriptions and plots. Each
day will be round out with art
activities related to producing a
group publication.
For additional information or to
register contact Murray Si:awls-01
lice of Community Education, 207
Collins Center, (502! 762-2160 or
I -800-669-7654.
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Edgar Allen Poe's The Murders
in the Rue Morgue.-. plublished in
1841. was the very first detective
story.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.

753-4461
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Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

HI WARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.
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Carol Palmore is the only candidate in
this race who has actually lived in the
Jackson Purchase.
Carol is an MSU grad—She is
Murray's choice.

Palm re
Secretary Of State
Rid for

Carol Pafrnore Carnra!an Fund Samuel J Bryant Jr Treasure• P1)0 -117 1 Frankfirl KY 4061.1

*AN AD VALOREM TAX IS THE FAIREST TAX
FOR ALL RESIDENTS OF CALLOWAY COUNTY.
• A PROPERLY CONSTRUCTED JAIL IN A COST EFFECTIVE
MANNER SHOULD CONCERN ALL CITIZENS.
•TIIE CALLOWAY COUNTY CONCERNED CITIZENS ASSOCIATION
IS AS THEIR NAME IMPLIES. They are concerned that the jail is
built properly and that the tax levied will be removed when the jail
debt is paid. The November referendum will produce a tax our
grandchildren will continue to pay. The only short term tax for the
building of our new jail will come from the Special Taxing District
(Jail). Petition.
* CHOICE OF TAXES
I.) SIGN THE PETITION CURRENTLY BEING CIRCULATED FOR AN
$.08 AD VALOREM PROPERTYTAX WHICH WILL BE REMOVED
WHEN THE JAIL INDEBTEDNESS IS PAID.

A No Vote = 9% Insurance Tax
• THE CALLOWAY COUNTY FARM BUREAU FEDERATION SUPPORTS THE EFFORTS OF THE CALLOWAY COUNTY ASSOCIATION OF CONCERNED CITIZENS AND URGE YOU TO SIGN THE
JAIL TAX PETITION.
CALLOWAY COUNTY FARM BUREAU FEDERATION 1
.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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FREE LIMITED TIME OFFER Call for your appointment TODAY!

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER 759-1116
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Wal-Mart

Mike Burchett

James Potts

Mark Paschall

Jim Stahler
Codie Caldwell
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Joe Dan Taylor Johnnie Stockdale Dan Winters
•:•Jamie Potts

Tripp Furches

Eddie Workman Graham Feltner
Danny Herndon
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(Taxes our grandchildren will pay)
•A Yes Vote = $.08 Ad Valorem Tax on Property

TO PAY)
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* A NEW JAIL WILL BE CONSTRUCTED.
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The military vehicles known as tanks are so called
because during their development in Word War I,
*Or British inventors referred to them as water
tanls to conceal their real purpose.
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Stock Market Report

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us I or Rates
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